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IMFRESffiE GElKfES MARK CLOSE OF 
THIRTIETH COMMENCEMENT THIS MORNING 
Large  Number of Visitors  Here For Finals—Alumni of  Five 
Classes   Meet   at   Annual   Celebration. 
Diploma Awards Today 
Today will terminate the 1925-26 session, and the thirtieth 
class to receive diplomas from Clemson College will graduate 
this morning at the closing exercises of commencement. For 
the last time the entire class will meet together, only to disperse 
shortly after to be scattered over the face of the globe. Before 
dispersing for the last time these Tigers aided by seven hun- 
dred other lusty voices will sing again the Alma Mater. 
This commencement season has been one of the most success- 
ful in the history of the college. Friends, relatives of the de- 
parting students, alumni, friends of the college, and ex-students 
have gathered from far and near to the annual celebration of 
the closing of college. Beginning with the dances Saturday 
night, and continuing thru Sunday with the Bacculaureate 
sermon delivered by Bishop Thomas F. Galor of Memphis, Tenn. 
a band concert on the lawn in front of the Y. M. C. A. in the 
afternoon, the commencement exercises swept on to a close 
with military festivities Monday afternoon and the presentation 
of diplomas Tuesday morning. 
The thirtieth commencement ex- 
ercises of The Clemson Agricultural 
College 'began Sunday witih the 
Bstfcslaareate sermon in the col- 
lege chapel. Bishop Thomas F. 
Gailor of Memphis, Tennessee de- 
livered the sermon. Bishop Gailor 
is one of the South's foremost 
religious leaders; his sermon was 
one of tihe best that has been 
heard   here. 
Sunday afternoon at 4:30 o'clock 
the Clemson College Post of the 
American Legion held Memorial 
services at the Memorial Grove 
for the Clemson men who made the 
supreme sacrifice in the world war. 
An informal meeting of the 
Seniors   and   their   guests   and   the 
COHiENCEiHENT HOPS 
ENJOYED BY HOST OF 
Two Dances on Saturday; Gaie- 
ty and Excitement Reaches 
Climax Monday Night 
GRADUATING GLASS 
NUMBERING 126 ME 
AWARDEDJIPLOMAS 
At the thirty-third annual com- 
mencement of Clemson. A. and M. 
College this morning one hundred 
and twenty-six students of that in- 
stitution were awarded diplomas. 
The class in argicuUture led in 
number with fortVfour students, 
while      the      Electrical      Engineers 
Faculty   was   held   in   'front   of  the ' came   next   with   an Nenrollment   of 
Y.   M.   C.   A.   at   6:30   Sunday  even-   twenty-eight.     Others   were   as   fol- 
ing,   and   a   concert   'by   the   Clem-   lows: 
son  College Band was given  at the    _ Mechanical   engineering   thirteen 
time. Textile Industrial Education 
mat nignt at b:3U in tlie audi- twelve. Textile engineering eight, 
lOiium or uie 1. M. C. A. the c.ivl1 Engineering eight, Chemistry 
luting   ivien's   Christian   Asosciation 
■fleia   its   ciosing   exercises. Tihe 
sermon was ueliverea 'Dy the Rev. 
Uapers aatteriee, rector of the 
Episcopal Church here. E. H. Jor- 
dan tne retiring President, and 
Prof. S. M. Martin Chairman of 
tne Advisory Board delivered ad- 
dresses. 
Annual   Meeting   of   Alumni 
Monday morning at 10:00 in the 
auditorium of the Y. M. C. A. 
the annual meeting of the Alumni 
Association was held. President 
E. R. (Rick) Mclver, delivered an 
address and among the things con- 
sidered was the proposed gym- 
nasium for Clemson. 
At 11:30 A. M. the closing ex- 
ercises of the Literary societies 
were held in the College chapel. 
The Calhoun Literary Society was 
represented iby T. E. Dorn Jr., 
whise smbject was "a modern 
Frankenstein". Mr. Dorn recently 
represented Clemson in the South 
Carolina Intercollegiate Orotorical 
Contest. R. H. Cain whase sub- 
ject was "Fostering Civilization 
By Public Opinion", represented 
the Palmetto Literary Society. The 
delivery of the society diplomas 
and  medals was made at this time. 
Special   exhibits   had   been   plan 
ned    'by    the    laboratory    and    shop 
(Continued  on   Page  4) 
six, Architecture four^Engineerin'g 
Industrial Education two, and Gen- 
eral   Science  one. 
All parts of South Carolina and 
several neighboring states are rep- 
resented by this class. The names 
before the graduates with their 
home addresses follow: 
Class  Officers 
President W. A. Farmer, Vice- 
President J. Q. Wray, Sec-Treas. 
C. A. McGill, Historian J. R. Paul- 
ing 
CLASS    OF    1926 
CLASS   OFFICERS 
SV.  A.  FARMER  _  President 
J.  Q. WRAY __  Vice-Presiclem 
C.   A.   McGILL      Secretary-Treasurer 
J.   R.   PATILLIXG,   _    Historian 
Diplomas    Awadred    June    1,    1926 
AGRICULTURE 
Elmore   Rosebur  Alexander   -    Fort   Mill 
Thomas   LaFayette   Walter   Bailey,   Jr. 
Clinton 
Hugh   Alexander   Brown   _    Westminster 
Ralph    Henry    Cain    _    "Sharon 
Henry    Crim   Coloman        Hopkins 
Francis    Newton    Culler       Swansea 
William Joseph Douglass  Jonesville 
James Claude Epting  Little Mountain 
Paul   Bryson   Ezell      Cross   Anchor 
William   Anderson   Farmer      Anderson 
John    Melmoth    Fleming        Lanford 
(Continued   on   Page   7) 
The social calendar of Clemson 
college closed with the triump- 
hal commencement hops of May 29, 
and May 31. These dances may 
indeed 'be classed the social climax 
of the year. The tea dance Satur- 
day afternoon and informal dance 
that night were brilliant steps that 
led to the grand finale, the formal 
dance   Monday  night. 
The departing Stniors will be re- 
membered long after their hair has 
turned grey and the golden weib 
of youth has been spun, for their 
success in staging their departure 
in such a blaze of glory. The old 
ship, "Clemson", was given entirely 
to the Seniors and well did they 
bedeck her during those festive 
days for the sea of merrimaiking 
and enjoyment which engulfed 
Clemson. L. H. Simkins President 
of the Senior Dancing Club, and 
his able staff of yrtiorts are con- 
gratulated for their wonderful 
dances. 
The first page of this social 
triumph was written by the tea 
dance Saturday and the informal 
dance that nigiht. The neat anU 
stalwart khaki-olad cadets presented 
a revue of grace and beauty worth 
coming many miles to enjoy. The 
Juhgaleers, Clemson's own premier 
collegiate orchestra, furnished the 
music for both of these dances. 
The music embodied types of jazz 
that are seldom attained by col- 
lege orchestras, for the Jungaleers 
were "in-spirited" to with the happy 
close of much accomplishment dur- 
ing the year. 
Gaiety of Highest Pitch Monday 
Night 
The next dance of the finals was 
the formal Monday night dance 
which eclipsed all in terpsichorean 
gaiety. The music was rendered for 
this hop by the popular LaMotte's 
Orchestra of Colum'bia, Well did 
they live up to the enviable reputa- 
tion which they merit for their 
class of jazz music. This dance 
will be looked back uipon by fu- 
ture lovers of the "light fantastle" 
as the crowning jewel in the dia- 
dem   of   Clemson's   social  calendar. 
The dance was formally begun 
with the grand march led by 
Leroy Simkins and his fair partner, 
Miss Mary Miller of Seneca. 
Confetti and favors which 
were distributed to the merry 
throng late in the evening added 
much   to   the   occasion. 
The   big   gym   was   decorated   in 
a  style  that  wa3  both   unique  and 
picturesque.    "Nothing is too good" 
(Continued on  Page  7) 
CONSTITUTION GF STUDENT GOVERNMENT 
CLASSES IS ADOPTED BY STiJDENT BODY 
Each Class Seperately Votes Nearly To A Man For Adoption; 
New System Approved e&d Endorsed By Student 
Officers and Faculty 
DISASTROUS 
COMPLETELY DESTROY 
ENGINEERING BLDG 
Firemen     from     Greenville, 
Anderson and Easley Aid 
in Combatting Blaze 
SPECIAL   CIRCULATION 
THIS   WEEK 
This is the final number of 
The Tieer-... Since the paper 
this week is of extra size and 
carries news we deem to be of 
great importance to all Clem- 
son men and friends of Clemson 
the circulation is increased 2600 
copies. These extra copies are 
being paid for by the alumni 
Association and are to be mail- 
ed  to all  alumni of the college. 
Beginning under the roof of that 
section of the building that housed 
the 'machine shop, a disastrous fire 
swept the entire Engineering build- 
ing, Thursday afternoon, leaving 
only .grim, blank walls standing. 
The damage is estimated at |300,- 
000. It was covered by insurance 
to the extent of $118,000, which 
will only partly replace ■ the struc- 
ture. The machine shop, and a 
large par! of the drawing depart- 
ment were total losses. The civil 
engineering division, the wood 
shops, and most of the mechanical 
larboratory  were  saved. 
The fire alarm was sounded at 
5:40 Thursday afternoon and im- 
mediately all the students on the 
campus turned out to fight the 
blaze which made headway so 
rapidly that it was soon beyond 
control. All machinery except two 
large engines that could not be 
moved easily was taken from the 
mechanical lab, and the wood 
shops, and all the furnishings of 
the fertilzer building, which housed 
the post office, were 'moved out. 
Calls were sent to t'he fire depart- 
ments of Greenville, Anderson, 
Easley, and Seneca, and all effort 
was turned to saving t'he fertilizer 
and   chemistry buildings. 
At six o'clock, with the aid of 
the firemen from Greenville, An- 
derson, and Easley, the flames were 
under control, and the damage of 
the fire was confined to the engin- 
eering building which at the time 
was a smouldering mass of ruins 
(Continued  on  Page   4) 
HAGOOD 
DELIVERS RESERVE 
OMISSIONS TO 114 
Major-General Johnson Hagood, 
of Barnwell a graduate of the 
University of South Carolina, and 
Commanding General       of      the 
Fourth Corps Area, delivered re- 
serve commissions to the qualified 
members of the Senior class here 
yesterday   afternoon. 
The military exercises were held 
on Bowman Field yesterday after- 
noon at four o'clock. The com- 
petitive drill for the R.W. Simp- 
son Medal was held first followed 
'by a review in honor of General 
Hagood and then a parade in hon- 
or of the departing Seniors. After 
this the reserve commissions were 
delivered,   closing  the   exercises. 
General Hagood arrived at Clem- 
son last Sunday, and is the guest 
of  Dr.   and  Mrs.   Sikes. 
At separate meetings of the four 
classes last week the students of 
Clemson College voted to a man 
to adopt the system of self-govern- 
ment laid down in a constitution 
drawn up by the councils of the 
several classes. The document 
which is the fruit of many long' ■ 
hours of work on the part of the 
council members, was read inter- 
pretively to each class assembled, | and was met favorably at each 
reading. The Constitution em- 
bodies a plan for the advancement 
of the college, the encouraging of 
a higher class spirit, the raising 
the standards of honor and discip- 
line, and the stimulating of initative 
an leadership among students which 
is in hearty accord with student 
thought on the campus. It is 
generally believed to be the long- 
looked-for solution to the students' 
problems of rule and honor at 
Clemson. 
The pot was started boiling last 
year just several weeks before the 
summer vacation started when the 
sophomore class had a rally of 
spirit and adopted a code of ethics 
pledging allegiance to Clemson and 
to the class. Following their ex- 
ample the other Glasses adopted 
similar codes, and at the beginning 
of this year the councils, elected 
from the three returning classes, 
set for their goal the establish- 
ment of a sound basis of student 
government. The Code of last 
year, imperfect, though of right in- 
tent, has grown and developed into 
the present student constitution 
endorsed and accepted by the en- 
tire corps, and highly sanctioned 
by the  heads  of the  college. 
A feature of the work is the or- 
ganization of the students into a 
brotherhood, the BROTHERHOOD 
OF TIGERS, as it is called. The 
purpose of the brotherhood, as 
.laid down in Article I., Section I., 
is to more closely cement the 
bonds of friendship and frater- 
lism that are in some measure 
lacking. The organization of a 
body in which each class is a lodge 
similar to some national organiza- 
tions makes the entire corps more 
united, and more closely links to- 
gether the members of the dis- 
tinct  classes,  or lodges. 
The feasibility of the plan is 
recognized and heartily recommen- 
ded by the officers of the retir- 
ing Senior class, the council, and 
a number of other prominent 
members of the class, the retiring 
nresidents of the three other class- 
es and their respective councils 
and associates, the president of the 
rising Senior Class, and the editors 
and staffs of the various student 
miblications. The       Constitution, 
as  drafted  an^  adonted.  follows.   ' 
rvYY«!TTTTTT'Tn\r OP1 TUV, STUDENT 
GOVERNMENT 
OF 
THE    CLEMSON    AGTRCULTT 7 A RT, 
COULEGE 
(The   A.   A.   M.   Collet   of   South 
Onrnliria) 
We. the students of Clemson 
A cTVirltuml College, nro.i'd of her 
^asr demoted to her. nresent. and 
loirn'l to her future. realiz- 
ing our obligations to the college. 
(Continued   on    Page    2) 
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CONSTITUTION OF STUDENT 
GOVERNMENT   ADOPTED 
(Continued from First Page) 
to our class, and to individual stu- 
dents, desiring to promote the ad- 
vancement of the college, encourage 
a higher class spirit, create higher 
standards of honor, stimulate ini- 
tiative and leadership, and raise 
the standards of discipline, do 
ordain and establish this constitu- 
tion for tone Student Government of 
Clemson College. „„*mma ARTICLE I—ORGANIZATION 
Section 1. The student body of 
the Clemson Agricultural College, 
familiarly known as the "Clemson 
Tigers", is hereby organized as the 
Brotherhood of Tigers for the pur- 
pose of more closely cementing that 
bond of brotherhood and of creat- 
ing   a  body   politic. 
Section 2. The Brotherhood shall 
have a code of honor, wihich may 
;be amended only as provided for 
in   Article   VII—Amendments. 
Section 3. Each class in college 
shall be a separate Lodge in the 
Brotherhood, with such officers as 
are hereinafter provided for, and 
Shall have increasing privileges, 
responsibilities, and duties with the 
passing    of ■ scholastic    years. 
Section 4. The President of the 
Senior Class shall be the chief offi- 
cer of the Brotherhood, and the 
president of each class shall be the 
chief officer  of his Lodge. 
ARTICLE n—MEMBERSHIP 
Section   1.    There shall  be  three 
classes     of     membership — Active, 
Alumni   and   Honorary. 
Section 2. The Active member- 
ship shall consist of all bona fide 
students in the college; provided, 
they meet such requirements for 
membership as shall have been duly 
enacted, subscribe to the pledge of 
allegiance, and be duly initiated in 
the prescribed manner. All petitions 
for membership shall be voted on 
by the respective Class Councils 
and must receive a majority vote 
of   the   Council. 
Setcion 3.. Graduates and ex- 
students who have attended college 
prior to the organization of the 
Brotherhood may be elected to 
Alumni membership by a two-thirds 
vote of the assembled Class Coun- 
cils. 
Section 4. Honary members shall 
consist of the five faculty sponsors 
or advisers, for each class, and 
such other persons interested in 
the upbuilding of the college as 
.may be proposed to the Councils. 
They shall be elected to member- 
ship in the Brotherhood by a two- 
thirds vote of the Assembled Class 
Councils. 
Section 5. Active members upon 
leaving the college in legal manner 
shall automatically become Alumni 
members, and shall he enrolled as 
such. 
Section 6. Any 'member of the 
Brotherhood dismissed from col- 
lege, automatically forfeits his 
membership. Any member suspend- 
ed from college shall 'be automati- 
cally suspended from membership 
during the period of suspension. 
Section 7. Membership in the 
Brotherhood and the right to wear 
the insignia shall be for life, unless 
forfeited as hereinafter provided 
for. 
Section 8. Any member—Active, 
Alumni, or Honorary,—Who fail3 
or refuses to live up to the tenets 
of the organization, may be dis- 
missed from the Brotherhood by a 
two-thirds vote of the assembled 
Class   Councils. 
ARTICLE m—GOVERNMENT 
Section 1. The government of 
the Brotherhood shall be vested in 
the Class or Lodge Councils, whose 
functions shall be legislative. Each 
Class, or Lodge Councils shall be 
composed of the President of the 
Class and nine members of the 
class-^all to be elected as here- 
inafter   provided   for. 
Section 2. The assembled Coun- 
cils shall consist of the Councils of 
the Senior. Junior and Sonhomore 
Lodsres: provided however, that 
the Freshman Council may sit In 
session and vote with the issem- 
bled    Councils   nnon    invitation. 
Section 3. The jndicinl nowers 
of the Brotherhood rre vested in 
tho Invesigntinc: Board and Courts 
bereinnfter   provided   for. 
ARTICLE TV—OFFICERS 
Section 1. The officers of the 
Brotherhood of Tigers shall be the 
members of the Class Councils. 
and the President of the Senior 
Class  or Lodge shall  he  the  PresI- 
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dent thereof. Any 'member of the 
Brotherhood in good standing 
shall  be  eligible  to bold  Office. 
Section 2. The officers of each 
Class, or Lodge shall be as fol- 
lows— 
(a)     President 
Ob)     Vice-President 
(c)     Secretary-Treasurer 
(d)    Historian 
Section 3. The Council of each 
Lodge or Class shall consist of 
the Class President and nine 
other   elected   members. 
Section 4. Each class shall elect 
pnnually five members of the 
faculty   as   advisers   or   sponsors. 
Section 5. The assembled Class 
Councils shall have the power to 
impeach a class officer or council 
member. A twojthirds majority 
vote shall be necessary for im- 
peachment. 
Section   6.    The   President   of   a 
Class or Lodge shall preside at all 
meetings   of   the   Class   Council. 
ARTICLE    V—ELECTIONS 
Section 1. All members of the 
Brotherhood of Tigers shall be 
eligible    to    vote    in    elections. 
Section 2. Notice of any elec- 
tion of officers shall be given at 
least ten days prior to the time 
of  the  election. 
Section 3. All class officers and 
Council members shall be chosen 
annually in a general election 
■held on the last Tuesday in April 
as   hereinafter   provided   for. 
Section. 4. Nominees for class 
officers and council (members shall 
be chosen by acclamation at a 
primary election held two weeks 
prior   to   the   general   election. 
(a)     When a Class or 
Lodge shall assemble for the hold- 
ing of a primary election, nomi- 
nations shall be made from the 
floor at the proper time for each 
of   the   several   officers. 
Ob) Two Men shall be se- 
lected as nominees for each of 
the four class officers. No candi- 
date will be declared a nominee 
unless he recieves a majority of 
votes. 
(c) The eight nominees for 
tjhe four class offices shall 
also be considered as candidates 
for membership on the Class Coun- 
cil. 
(d) Froim the list of nomi- 
nees for membership on the Class 
Council, the twelve receiving the 
highest vote shall be declared as 
candidates and their names shall 
be  entered  on  the  ballot. 
Section 4. The nominees elected 
in the primary elections shall be 
voted on by a ballot (the Austrail- 
ian Ballot), at the general election. 
(a) The class Council shall 
serve       as       election       managers. 
(b) The ballot shall be print- 
ed and shall contain two lists 
of names; the first being . the 
eight   nominees   for   the   four   class 
nominees for the four class offi- 
cers, but also the twelve candi- 
dates   for   the  Class   Council. 
(c) Two person from the 
first list receiving the highest 
number of votes shall be declared 
an officer of the Class, and the 
person elected President of the 
Class shall be declared President 
of the Class Council. The nine 
persons from the second list other 
than the Class President receiving 
the highest number of votes shall 
be declared members of the Clasi 
Council. 
ARTICLE   VI—JUDICIAL 
Section 1. The judicial .power 
of the Brotherhood shall be vested 
in the Investigating Board and the 
Courts; provided, however, that all 
decisions and verdicts shall be 
subject to the review and approval 
of the President of the College. 
Section 2. The ...Investigating 
Board....   How   Constituted: 
The Investigating Board shall 
consist of nine memibers—four 
seniors, three juniors and two soph- 
omores—who shall be appointed 
by the President of the Senior 
Class. The members representing 
the Senior Glass may be appointed 
from the class at large, but those 
representing the junior and Sopho- 
more Classes must be appointed 
from their respective Class (Coun- 
cils. The President of 'the Board 
shall be appointed by the Presi- 
dent of the "Senior Class from the 
four    senior   representatives. 
(a) Power and Duties: 
It shall be the duty of the In- 
vestigating Board to gather evi- 
dence and sit as a Trial Court; 
to render a verdict by unanimous 
vote; and to recommend punish- 
ment under the limitations of the 
Cadet   Regulations. 
(b) Publication of Findings: 
It s'hall be the duty of the In- 
vestigating Board to recommend to 
•the President of the College the 
advisability of publishing the find- 
ings and verdict of the Board to 
the  student  body. 
Prosecution: 
(c) Rights   of   the   Accused   or 
The accused shall have the right 
to object to any member appointed 
on the Investigating Board, and a 
two-thirds vote of the Board shall 
be necessary to sustain the objec- 
tion. 
(d) Appeal: 
The accused shall have the right 
to appeal from the decision of the 
Investigating Board to the Court 
of Appeals, and pending such ap- 
peal the sentence of the Investigat- 
ing   Board   sball   be   suspended. 
Section    3.    Court     of     Appeals: 
How   Constituted. 
The Court of Appeals shall con- 
sist of seven members appointed by 
the President of the Senior Class 
as follows—four seniors, two ju- 
niors   and   one   sophomore,   no   one 
officers    only,    while    the    second   of whom  shall  have  served on  the 
list shall contain not only the eig-ht | Investigating Board from whose de- 
cision the appeal was made. The 
presiding officer of this Court shall 
be appointed by the President of 
the  Senior Class. 
(a)   Duties   and   Powers. 
The Court of Appeals shall 
gather evidence, call witnesses, and 
conduct the appealed case ab initio, 
and in accordance with the general 
principles   of a  Military court. 
(h) A prosecuting attorney and 
an assistant s'hall be appointed by 
the Senior Councilmen for a term 
of one year, and they shall have 
authority to appoint such assist- 
ants as may be necessary. 
(c) Rights    of    Appellnant    and 
Prosecution: 
Both the appellant and the pros- 
ecution shall have the right to ob- 
ject to any member of the Court 
of Appeals with a formal chal- 
lenge, such challenge being ruled 
on in accordance with the" practices 
in   "Challenges   of   Military   Law." 
(d) Both prosecution and -de- 
fense shall have the right of ap- 
peal to the Court of Interpreta- 
tion. 
Section 4. The Court of In- 
terpretation.      How   Constituted: 
The Court of Interpretation shall 
consist of five members who shall 
be elected from the Senior Class 
by the Senior (Council at the be- 
ginning of the session, and who 
shall serve for one year unless 
impeached or otherwise disquali- 
fied. The President of the Sen- 
ior Class sball preside over this 
Court and shall be the highest, 
executive officer of the Student 
Government. 
(a)     Duties   and   Powers: 
The Court of Interpretation shall 
be the guardian of the Constitu- 
tion, and shall interpret its mean- 
ing; and it shall decide whether or 
not justice has been meted out by 
the Court of Appeals. Its decisions 
shall not be subject to appeal or 
revision, except as provided in Ar- 
ticle VI, Section, of tbis Constitu- 
tion. 
SECTION    VTI—AMENDMENTS 
Section 1. This Constitution 
may be amended by the assembled 
Class Councils, a quorum being 
present; by a two-thirds vote of 
all   members  present. 
(a) Amendments proposed by 
the Council and receiving a two- 
thirds vote of the Council shall 
be submitted to the assembled 
Brotherhood of Tigers, and if a 
majority of the Brotherhood as- 
sembled vote in favor of such an 
amendment, it shall then be rati- 
fied  by   the   Assembled   Councils. 
Ob) Amendments may be pro- 
posed by the Brotherhood of Tig- 
ers. Such amendments must re- 
ceive a majority vote of the 
Brotherhood assembled and a two- 
thirds vote of the assembled Coun- 
cils. 
(c) Notice of any amendment 
shall be posted two weeks prior 
to the time of voting on the 
amendment. 
C, E. MDGLEOD WILL 
CAPTAIN TIGERS IN 
TRACK NEXT YEAR 
C. E. McLeod, better known just 
as "Mack," was elected to the cap- 
taincy of the track team for next 
year. He is a star distance man, 
running the mile and the two mile 
distances. Not only has he shone 
on the track but be has been a 
mainstay on the cross country 
team. "Mack" is a hard worker 
and is just the man for such an 
honor. 
In the Furman  meet th" 
McLeod won both the mile 
two   mile,   coming   in   ahea 
nearest   man   by   more   th; 
yards.     In   the   third   mee 
year he sustained a pulled ligament 
that     prevented   his   running   any- 
more.     On   several   occasions  he   at- 
tempted to run, but the lame limb 
would   not   hold   up.     "Mack"   has 
the spirit that nothing but a Tiger 
can   have,   and  this   same   spirit   is 
going   to   lead   the   track   team   to 
victory next  year. 
FOUR OF OIEMSON'S 
MILITARY OFFICERS 
TOREATMcCLELLAN 
Captain Arthur W. Penrose and 
ILeutenant P. G. Balcar of the 
military department at Clemson 
College will be stationed at Camp 
McClellan, Ala. for duty in con- 
nection with the R. O. T. C. sum- 
mer camp. Captain E. A. Higgins 
and Lieutenant R. W. Johnson will 
also be at Camp McClellan in the 
C. M. T. C. division. They will 
not  report  for  duty until  June £0. 
Capt. Penrose will not be directly 
in charge of the Clemson unit at 
the camp, but will always be on 
hand as advisor and director of 
Clemson activities at camp. He 
will coach the track and bas°bfill 
teams, and also the wrestling and 
boxing. He intends to organize 
the Clemson unit with a central 
headquarters where the Clemson 
boys can meet and keep in touch 
with   each   other. 
Arriving borne from the party, 
friend wife confronted her hus- 
band. 
"I'll never take ybu to another 
party as long as I liv|B,;" she fumed- 
"Why?"   he   ackeijl,   amazed. 
"You asked Mrs. : Jones how her 
husband   was   standing   the   heat." 
"Well7" 
"Why, ber husband has been 
dead  two months." / 
( 
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The third battalion juniors were 
victorious in the junior track meet 
last week. This was the first track 
meet of this kind ever held here. 
The purpose of this meet was to 
gather statistics on the juniors be- 
fore they leave for Camp McClel- 
lan. Captain Penrose is to be 
congratulated upon the success of 
this meet, as it was his idea. 
Jones and Hendee showed up 
Tery we'll and with a little train- 
ing they should develop into track 
stars.     The  results  are  as  follows: 
100 yard dash—Jones, 3rd bat- 
tallion; Lenhardt, 3rd battalion. 
iTme   10.7. 
Mile—Wilson, 3rd battalion; 
Miller   1st battalion.  Time   5:17. 
High hurdles—Causey 3rd bat- 
talion; Anderson 2nd 'battalion. 
Time    20.5. 
220 yard dash—Jones 3rd bat- 
talion; ' Ross 1st battalion; King 
3rd battalion.    Time 23.1. 
440 yard dash—Hendee 3rd bat- 
talion; Ergle 2nd ibattalion; Baker, 
.1.   H.    1st   ibattalion.      Time    58.2. 
220 low hurdles—Milling 2nd 
battalion;    Causey    3rd      battalion; 
Niokles   1st   battalion.     Time   31.1. 
Half mile—Wilson 3rd battal- 
ion; Kershaw 1st battalion. Time 
2:22.7. 
High jump—Phillips 1st battal- 
ion; King 3rd battaion; Sams 1st 
battalion and Kinard 2nd battal- 
ion;    tied    for   3rd   place.      Height 
5 ft.   4in. 
Shot put—Hicks 1st battalion; 
Sams 1st battalion; Austin 2nd 
batallion.     Distance   31   ft.   5in. 
Pole vault—Hendee 3rd battal- 
ion; Smoak 2nd 'battalion; Cromer 
1st   batallion.     Height   9ft.   8in. 
Javelin—Yarborough 3rd bat- 
talion; Sams 1st batallion; Ander- 
son 2nd. Distance 124 ft. 
Broad jump—Hendee 3rd bat- 
talion; Causey 2nd battalion; 
Cooper   1st   battalion.   19ft.   2 l-2in. 
Discus—Pickelseimer 2nd bat- 
talion; Hendrix 1st 'battalion; 
Stevenson    3rd    battalion.       86    ft. 
6 in. 
DELEGATION OF 15 
OFF TO BLUE RIDSE 
Clemson is to have a fair sited 
delegation at Blue Ridge this year. 
Since the Blue Ridge Issue of The 
Tiger the boys have 'been think- 
ing of going to the Conference. 
Those who go will never regret 
their   trip   to   Bue   Ridge. 
The men who are thinking of 
going are W. F. Mane, T. W. 
Webb, T. W. Smith, C. A. Bryan, 
D. R. Ergle, L. G. Knobelocfl, E. 
B. Earley, E,N. Geddings, S. P. 
Harris, J. C. Felder, G. H. Mc- 
Cutchen, L. W. Hart, H. E. Gaff- 
ney, T. L. Vaughan, P. B. (Holtzy) 
Holtzendroff. With such a delega- 
tion as this the students of this 
Southland should find that Clem- 
son   is   still   on   the   map. 
There Is lots of Bpace in the 
Clemson cottage that will not be 
used unless more boys go. It 
would be a shame to let that space 
not 'be utilized. There is room 
for   at   least   ten   more   men. 
JOHNNIE ADAMS TO 
BE TRAGK MANAGER 
J. W. (Johnny) Adams, of Jemi- 
son AlaJbama, was elected manager 
of the track team for next year at 
a meeting of the squad last Mon- 
day. Adams is a rising senior and 
is also President of the A. S. C. E. 
for the first term next year. He 
participated in several sports in 
high school and is well 'fitted for 
the position The "Alabama Coon", 
as he is known to his friends is 
a willing worker and the team is 
to be congratulated upon its choice. 
MAY   YOU   HAVE   A   VERY 
HAPPY   VACATION 
I. L. ("Judge") Keller 
m E 
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P. A. throws 
pipe-peeves 
for a loss 
AND the bigger they are, the harder they 
as Shakespeare or somebody said. You can 
prove this beyond question with a jimmy-pipe 
and a tidy red tin of Prince Albert. Any time. 
Anywhere. As a matter of fact, tackling pipe- 
grouches is P. A.'s regular business. 
Cool and sweet and fragrant, P. A.'s wonder- 
ful smoke comes curling up the pipe-stem, 
filling your system with a new brand of pipe- 
pleasure. You smoke—and smile! For the first 
time in your life, you've found the one tobacco 
that scales to your blueprint of bliss. 
Slow or fast, no matter how you feed it, P. A. 
never bites your tongue or parches your throat. 
Those important items were taken care of in 
the original plans by the Prince Albert process. 
Get yourself a tidy red tin of this friendly tobacco 
today. 
FRINGE ALBERT 
—no other tobacco is like it! 
P. A. is sold everywhere in 
tidy red tins, pound and half- 
pound tin humidors, and 
pound crystal-glass humidors 
with sponge - moistener top. 
And always with every bit of 
bite and parch removed by 
the Prince Albert process. 
© 19 2 6,71. J. Reynolds Tobacco 
Company, Winston-Salem, N. C. 
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EDITORIAL 
THE END OF THE YEAR 
Another year in The Tiger's calendar has passed, and once 
more vacation time rolls around. With this issue the office of 
The Tiger closes for the summer in order that the staff may 
take a brief breathing spell before resuming work next Sep- 
tember. Today the students of Clemson are leaving for their 
homes in various parts of the state. Some leave the walls of 
the college never to return undergraduates. The vast majority, 
however, will return to Clemson next fall to take up their 
studies where they are leaving off today. 
The Tiger takes this opportunity to extend to the students 
its best wishes for a happy vacation. We hope that you will 
take advantage of the opportunity of forgetting textbooks and 
classrooms for three months, and that you will return in that 
time ready to make a bigger success next year. To the Seniors, 
who are leaving today, we wish the best of luck always. May 
their successes be even greater than they dream. 
IN REVIEW 
As we review the year, things don't looks so bad after all. 
Of course we did not win several of the games that we wanted 
to win, nor did we take the glee club championship a'nd the 
state oratorical title, but we have made ourselves felt through- 
out the state. Although our activities along some lines in the 
past session have not been spectacular triumphs, the year has 
by no means been lacking in success. 
The Tiger has met with overwhelming success this year which 
is to a great extent due to the splendid cooperation of the stu- 
dents. The Tiger takes this opportunity to express to students 
and faculty its appreciation for their wonderful support. This 
year The Tiger has made strides forward. It has been im- 
proved in quality and in attractiveness, both of which are the 
work of the editor who steered the sheet so well,—W.. W. 
Bryan. Since his retiring a new staff has been carrying on the 
work, striving to fill the place of the preceeding staff. Now 
that the forms are closing for the summer vacation, we leave 
off our work with a feeling of relief, yet not without a certain 
feeling of regret that we do not have the old weekly grind to 
go through. Though the editor's job is no cinch, there is a cer- 
tain fascination about the work that gets hold on one and sticks. 
A breathing spell will be welcomed, but we look forward to the 
opening of next year, with its possibilities. 
The loss of the Engineering Building was a great loss to the 
college, and had it come a week or two sooner it would have 
proved a serious handicap. The buildng was very old and was 
a regular fire trap, and once it started it was not expected to 
RAISING THE STANDARDS 
To the Freshmen, who will return as Sophs next fall, many 
opportunities will be offered. We urge them to take advantage 
of these the minute that they are presented. To the other 
students similar opportunities will present themselves. If they 
have neglected any of these chances during the past year it 
will be of decided advantage not to overlook any next year. 
Any sleeping on the job next term will be fatal. The new 
faculty ruling which goes into effect then will cause many to 
weep and wail if they do not keep hitting on all twelve. In 
the future the quality of work will be a factor in determin- 
ing the number of hours to be scheduled. Every student is 
expected to carry the required number of hours scheduled in 
the catalog, but in the event that he for some reason is incapi- 
tated to carry the load and fails on a certain amount of his work 
he will be required to drop at least one subject during the next 
grading period. 
This ruling is based on the assumption that one student may 
be able to carry more than another. For the same reason that 
one engine can do more work than another, and the smaller is 
given a lighter load, so will the student who cannot stand up 
under the full amount be allowed tondrop some of the work. 
The new rulings also provide for a high quality of work from 
a student before he will be allowed to graduate. Require- 
ments for entrance to the Senior class have been put on a high- 
er basis. No Student may enter upon the last year with any 
work of the Freshman or Sophomore years not completed. 
The changes were brought about by the necessity to raise 
the standards of scholarship at Clemson, in order that she might 
keep pace with other colleges. 
Heretofore any student who barely passed the required num- 
ber of credit hours was awarded a diploma. That day has 
passed at Clemson, and in the future, for a student to graduate, 
he must finish the courses more creditably. This is a definite 
step toward progress, and is to be commended at a time when 
the raising of the standards is necessary for Clemson to main- 
tain her place among the higher schools of the country as the 
progress goes forward. 
The campaign will be organized 
into county districts. Aluimni 
working with students, will be as- 
signed to cover the entire county 
in which they live. In larger cities 
where local chapters exist, the 
campaign will ibe handled by the 
chapters   and   their   officers. 
Those of us who are at Clemson 
are familiar with the crying need 
for a gymnasium at the college. 
Every other college of any ap- 
preciable size in the entire country 
has cuch a building. Clemson isj 
entirely without facilities for gym-j 
ncstic work. The movement ol 
"athletics for all" is gaining great 
momentum throughout the country.' 
Clemson is willing and anxious to 
fall in line and to lead the move- 
ment in this section. It is obvious- 
ly the duty of the college to train 
its students physically as well as 
Intellectually, and such an end can 
only be accomplished toy a policy 
of physical training for every stu- 
dent. 
The student body has apnroved 
this gymnasium campaign by an 
overwhelming vote. The alumr-.i 
association is expected to do so. 
In order to be successful, it must 
have the wholehearted support of 
every Clemson man. and evorv 
friend of Clemson. Let us throw 
ourselves unreservedly into t^° 
movement, and work tirelesslv un- 
til the campaign has reached a 
successful    conclusion. 
LUPRESSIVE  CEREMONIES 
CLOSE   COMMENCEMENT 
(Continued    From    First    Page) 
STUDENTS VIE WITH 
ALUMNI IN PLANNING 
FOR NEW GYMNASIUM 
In view of the fact that Presi- 
dent Sikes expressed his intention 
of establishing a Department of 
Physical Education; and since it 
is practically an impossibility for 
such a department to function 
properly witihout a suitable build- 
ing; The Clemson chapter of the 
Alumni Association has launched 
a movement to raise funds for 
the   erection   oif   such   a   building. 
The plans for the building will 
necessarily be made in accordance 
with the plans of Dr. Sikes and 
his associates, and this Is, there- 
fore, a college function. The plans 
for the raising of the necessary 
funds are an alumni function, and 
would fall within the .province of 
the   Alumni   Association. 
Tentative; arrangements which 
the local chapter has made were 
scheduled to be submitted to the 
Alumni Association for its action 
on  Monday.     As  the Tiger  goes  to 
press, it is impossible to state the 
result  of  this  presentation. 
The tentative plans which were 
presented are somewhat as follows: 
The association should endeavor to 
raise among alumni, faculty, stu- 
dents and friends of the college, 
the sum of one hundred thousand 
dollars with the idea af supple- 
menting this amount from another 
source. This money should be 
subscribed in the form of pledges 
maturing by December 1, 1927, 
and  payable in installment. 
It is the idea of the Clemson 
chapter that the proposed build- 
ing .should be of such size and 
nature that dt will care for all 
physical education work and for 
competitive basketball games. It 
is also the proposed plan that the 
building be in the form of a 
memorial to the Clemson men who 
served in the Allied armies during 
the World War, and particularly 
to those wbo lost their lives in 
the   great   conflict. 
Those in close touch with the 
situation seemed assured that the 
general plan for the .gymnasium 
campaign would-be adopted by the 
Aluimni Association. If this hope 
Is realized, it now becomes the 
solemn duty of every Clemson man 
to see that the campaign is pushed 
to a successful conclusion. 
work departments in the engineer- 
ing building, but these were de- 
troyed by fire when that building 
was burned Thursday afternoon. 
The Architectural and freehand 
and mechanical drawing exhibits 
which were displayed very attrac- 
tively were also destroyed. Many 
people visited he exhibits in the 
various other departmens, praising 
highly the spledid work. 
Military Display 
At   4:00   P.   M.   on   Bowman   field 
the   closing   military   exercises   ' rere 
held.     This  Included   the  indi<   [ual 
competitive   drill   for   the   R.,    W. 
Simpson  Medal,   which  is   given  an- 
nually   to   the   best   drilled    B 
man  or  Junior.     Review  and   D 
Parade,    and    the    presentation 
commissions  to   officers   in 
serve    Corps   of    the    U. 
by Major  General  Johnson 
Monday   night    at    8:00 the 
college   chapel   the   membe;      jf  the 
various  athletic  teams  wf •& award- 
ed    their      insignia.      The    Seniors 
who   recieved   the   Block   "C"   also 
received    a    handsome    Purple    and , 
Gold   Blanket   with   a   large   Block J 
"C"    the      center      and      a      star) 
for   each      years   service     on   the 
team.     The   members   of   the   fresh- 
man    teams  received    the    numeral. 
Immediately after the meeting 
in the chapel, the annual Alumni 
Supper was held in the Mess Hall. 
Pres. E. R. Mclver '05 was Toast- 
master. Dr. T. B. Reeves '09 was ■the Alumni Speaker, and responses 
were made by Hon. Alan John- 
stone, Dr. E. W. Sikes, and rep- 
resentatives of the various classes 
holding reunions. 
Tuesday morning at 10.30 Final 
Exercises the Graduating exercises 
■were held in the college chapel. 
The address to the Graduating 
class was deliveded by President 
Hamilton Holt of Rollins College. 
The Degrees and diplomas were 
delivered by Hon. Alan Johnstone 
Chairman of the Board of Trustees 
and Dr. E. W. Sikes President of 
the   College. 
FLAMES     -DESTROY 
ENGINEERING   BUILDING 
(Continued    From    First   Page) 
inside   the  tottering   brick   walls. 
The engineering building was 
one of the oldest and largest on 
the campus, and was one of the 
most used. The students were in 
the midst of examniations at the 
time of the fire. Had the loss 
come earlier it wouLrf have proved 
a serious handicap/to all the en- 
gineering departments stationed in 
the building. As yet definite plans 
for replacing the building have not 
been made, but as Dr. Sikes an- 
nounced in chapel Friday morning, 
something will be done at a very^ 
early date to accomodate the claBS-^ 
es  in  engineering  next  fall. 
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Father: "I see by the gasoline 
tank that you didn't get very far 
last   nigiil." 
Son: "Well, father, I'm not com- 
plaining." 
He: "Are your cheer leaders 
very keen observers?" 
She: "I should say! They can 
look up into a crowd of a thousand 
girls and pick out the good sup- 
porters." 
Ding: "What did your wife 
say when you got home last 
night?" 
Dong: "She never said a word 
and 1 was going to have those 
two    front    teeth    pulled,    anyway. 
Dr. Pollard. "Yes, the primitive 
roan    shaved    with    sharp    stones." 
"Dr. Myers" And I suppose he 
used   soapstone   for   lather." 
GOLLEGTION OF OLD 
FARMING IMPLEMENTS 
GIVEN TO GLEMSON 
Rare Collection Contains Plow 
Over Hundred Years Old 
and Other Antiques 
Automobile manufacturers soon 
will announce a radical change in 
the construction of cars. They're 
going to put the back seat in 
front     so     Ma    can     drive     better. 
—Life. 
A   city   and   a  chorus   girl 
Are   much   alike,   'tis   true; 
A   city's   built   with   outskirts, 
A   chorus   girl   is,   too. 
—.Nautilus. 
Bob Ginn:" I left my watch 
upstairs." 
Ray   Richey: "Oh,   let   it   alone 
and   it  will   run down." 
Hammet:      "I   found   fifty   cents 
on   your   bed." 
Warr:      "They   are   just   my   sleep- 
ing   quarters." 
I knew I could find a business 
opening, said the young man, as he 
tum'ble-d   down   the   elevator   shaft. 
"Rat": "Say soph did you 
know that you can get a good 
chicken   dinner   for    ten   cents?" 
"Sohp".   "Where?" 
.  "Rat":      "At   the   feed   store." 
"Are  you  a  college  man?" 
"No,  but I  know  where  you  can 
get it for ?4 a pint." 
He:   Wanta  go   swimmin'? 
She:      1   don't  swim. 
He.  Wanta    go    toathin'? 
She:     I    don't—aw    shut    up! — 
Pointer. 
Hi: "I sent a dollar to a firm 
to get a cure for my horse that 
slobbers." 
Si:   "What  did you   get?" 
Hi:   "A   slip   of   paper   on   wihch 
was written:     "Teach .him to spit." 
A   noise      was   heard      about   mid- 
night. 
A   crack   and   a   mighty   shout— 
A    freshman      is   hoding      a    door- 
knob, 
Trying    to    keep      a    Sophomore 
out. 
A   crash,   a   race,   and   a   scramble, 
Then   a   terrifying  yell. 
Now    you may    know if you hear the 
noise— 
Some   little   rat   is   catching . 
ry   had   a   little   lamb— 
icfu've   'heard   it   oft   before— 
And   then   she   passed   her   plate 
again, 
And  had  a  little   more. 
"Does   she   paint?" 
"No." 
"Powder?" 
"No." 
"Give me her name. My 'brother's 
studying  for the  ministry." 
—Annapolis   Log. 
Driver: Madam, I am very sorry 
I killed your dog. Will you allow 
me   to   replace   him? 
Madam:      Oih,   dear.     This   is   so 
sudden. 
—Pitt   Panther. 
Mr. Kootiesich: "That new ten- 
ant boasts that he has kissed 
every woman in this flat but one, 
and he hasn't been here ten days 
yG't.'* 
Mrs. Kootiesich: "Yes? I'll bet 
it's that stuck up Mrs. Brown 
upstairs that's holding out on 
him." 
FOR SALE 
One Ford car with pistons rings, 
No rear seat and no front springs. 
Engine missing and hits on two, 
Paint is off,—was colored blue. 
Has no fenders, seat or plank, 
Burns    much    gas   and   is   hard   to 
crank. 
Makes   much   noise—will   run   like 
the   duce, 
Burns   either  gas  or  tobacco   juice. 
Lights   all   off,   radiator  bent, 
Bought   it    for    $1,    ain't   worth    a 
cent. 
Tires   all   flat,   but   take   it   for   a 
spin— 
A    darn    good    Ford    for    the    fix 
it's  in. 
The booby prize this week goes 
to the guy W'ho thought Babe Ruth 
played ball in the Epworth League. 
"When  I  was  in  China  I  saw  a 
woman  hanging  froim  a tree." 
"Shanghi?" 
"Oh,  about six feet." 
—Ex. 
"Good Heavens! Who gave you 
that   black   eye?" 
"A bridegroom—ifor kissing the 
bride after the ceremony." 
But surely he didn't Object to 
the   ancient   custom." 
"It was two years after the 
wedding." 
And little Charlie Green ate all 
the raisens off of the sticky brown 
paper   in   the   Coffee   Shoppe. 
Solomon—"Have you met my 
wives?" 
Visitor—"Thanks, old top, but 
I'm just here for the day." 
Sharp: "You can eat dirt cheap 
in   that   restaurant." 
Swiney: "Yeah, but who wants 
to eat dirt." 
Prof. /Lane: "I take great 
pleasure in giving you eighty-one 
in   English." 
Tom McGill: "Make it a hun- 
dred   and   enjoy   yourself." 
ADVTCE    TO    THE    LOVESICK 
By   Lena   Gainster. 
Never take a iblondes word for 
anything my boy. A blonde always 
knows her groceries. However the 
red haired gal is just as bad. 
She is envied by -blondes and bru- 
nettes for the way she can gold 
dig. So, take my advice and fall 
for a brunette. They are fairly 
familar with their parsley and can 
kid you along as well as any other 
type. 
The boy stood on the 'burning deck, 
And   thought   of   days   gone   by. 
He  wanted   to   jump   In   the  water, 
But was afraid to wet his new tie. 
Chem. Prof.: "What can you 
tell   me   about   nitrates?" 
Student: "Well-er-they're a lot 
cheaper  than  day rates." 
The   little   fly   has   no   social   life, 
Nor   has   he   political   fame. 
He   has   no   business   in   the   soup, 
But  'he   gets   there   just   the   same. 
Through the generosity of Mr. 
J. S. McClellan of Anderson, S.C. 
Clemson has recleved some very in- 
teresting agricultural implements 
made and used .more than one hun- 
dred years ago. The collection 
consist of a 'turn plow' imade en- 
tirely of wood with the exception 
of a small metal part that presented 
a horizontal cutting edge resemb- 
ling the share on tine modern plow. 
The onoldtooard or part that turns 
the soil is made of wood and is 
hollowed out to a slight curve. 
The plow has two handles like the 
modern plow and a very unique de- 
vice for varying the depth. Mr. 
McClellan has supplied the follow- 
ing historical sketch: "This old 
turn plow' was made and used by 
Alexander Moorhead, father of the 
late Robert Moorhead, aJbout the 
year 1824. It was used only where 
the land had toeen broken and was 
drawn by cxen. A coulter plow was 
first used to break the land, then 
this plow was used to cover rough 
manure and to make the seed bed. 
Very few 'turn plows' were made in 
those days as they were only used 
by the big farmers and the man 
who owned one was kinder looked 
up to. The oxen amoved slowly 
and was sensitive to a hitoh, there- 
fore the plow was not torn up like 
they would be in modern times. 
When this plow was discarded, it 
was put away in a dry barn and 
was not taken out until the year 
19 24, when it was 'bought by J. S. 
McClellan,   the   present   owner." 
The coulter plow Mr. McClellan 
refers to is also a part of the col- 
lection and resembles the present 
well known Gerogia stock. It seems 
that the 'function of this implement 
was to cut the vertical section of 
the furrow slice, the turn plow 
coming along and turning it over. 
It is quite interesting to recall 
that this plow was made before 
any regular manufactured plow ex- 
isted. It was not until 1837 that 
John Deere hammered out a steel 
moldboard for a plow from an old 
saw, and several years later when 
James Oliver, made one by chill- 
ing iron. These were the begin- 
nings oif the modern plow as we 
know  it 
The collection also contains a 
device known as a seed coverer, 
which also resembles a Georgia 
stock and has a V shaped piece 
of wood, in place of the unsual 
steel shovel. These articles are on 
display in the Farm Machinery 
building and anyone interested is 
invited to inspect them. It is 
hoped that other articles of this 
nature may be secured to form a 
museum, in order that present and 
future generations may better ap- 
reciate the benefits that are en- 
joyed as a result oif the wide use 
of modern machinery in agricul. 
ture. The College is very much 
indebted to Mr. McClellan for this 
donation. 
MERGER ROSS AND 
JOE WARREN WILL 
HANDLEGLEE GLOB 
The Glee Club held an important 
meeting last week ,—the last meet- 
ing of the year as a club. The 
purpose of the gathering was the 
election of officers for the coming 
session. Mercer Ross, of Spartan- 
burg is president and Joe Warren, 
of Mount Vernon, New York is 
manager. 
These men should fill their posi- 
tions well. Ross is an accomplish- 
ed singer, and Warren is a level- 
headed man who can toe counted 
on to manage the club with a 
strong hand. All effort will be 
made for an early start in the 
work of the club, since the In- 
tercollegiate Glee Club Contest will 
take place in December of next 
year, and Clemson will want rep- 
resentation in this important con- 
test. 
To the retiring director, Way- 
land Stands, and the retiring man- 
ager, Ramsay Ergle, the success of 
the club during the past year is 
in   a   large   measure   due. 
Through the efforts of Shands 
the cluto was organized early last 
September and during the past 
session he has given all of his 
time to its direction. Ergle is 
to toe commended for the fine man- 
ner he conducted the business of 
the club. Generally, organizations 
of this kind fall to make ends 
meet, but this year the cluto was 
able  to  meet  all  of its  obligations. 
Abolition of active football cap- 
tains was effected at 'Stamford Uni- 
versity by the Executive Committee 
of the student body. Hereafter the 
position will toe honorary and only 
awarded at the end of the season. 
An active field captain will be ap- 
pointed for each contest toy the 
coaches. 
Initiative for this move came 
from the cocahes. They favor the 
plan because it will give them more 
freedom in the selection of men 
to   play   in   each   particular   game. 
A parade was recently held at 
the University of Colorado of the 
most antiquated flivvers in the 
college. The owner of the most 
disreputalble   one   was   rewarded. 
A  miss is  as  good  as she  wants 
to   be. 
—Ex. 
a 
THE   TIGER  PLACE 
On    a   knoll    not    far    away 
Came   a   man   one   merry   day 
And   said,   "Ah,   here's   the   place!" 
And  thus  began  the Clemson  race. 
They    builded    a    college    of    fine 
wood    and    brick 
And   who   e'er   is   for   Clemson   will 
surely stick. 
And  never was there  such  a  pretty 
place 
On    all    this    old    earth's    worldly 
face. 
And then the football season began, 
And   Clemson      whipped      Carolina 
again, 
And  oh!   how  proud  we  are  of our 
Clemson, 
For   we   shout   and   shout   till   we 
are    crimson. 
Clemson is the college fine 
Where   any  boy   would   like   to   go. 
Of   course   it   |5   the   right   kind 
As any sensible person might know. 
—Sue   Smith,   age   12,   Columbia. 
A  true   Tiger 
TO   THE    STODENTS   OF 
GLEMSON   COLLEGE 
I  WISH  TO  EXPRESS  MY APPRECIATION  OF 
YOUR SUPPORT   DURING THE PAST TERM. 
MAY    YOOR    VACATION 
BE   SOGGESSFOL 
I ALSO WISH TO ANNOUNCE THAT I WILL 
HAVE A BETTER AND MORE COMPLETE LINE 
OF MEN'S CLOTHING NEXT FALL. 
a 
::l 
Hoke Sloan 
An old Clemson Man in Business at Clemson 
and 100 Percent for Clemson 
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THREE CLEMSON TRACK STARS TO RUN IN 
NATIONAL MEET AT CHICAGO JUNE 11-12 
Newman, Roy and O'Dell, Who 
Ran in S.  I. C...  Meet, to 
Enter Races at Stagg 
Field 
Carter Newman, Wallace Roy, 
and Ross O'Dell, Clemson track 
stars who created a sensation at 
the Southern Conference meet at 
Chapel Hill, will represent Clem- 
son at the National Track and 
Field Meet on Stagg Field in Chi- 
cago, June 11th and 12bh. 
This meet is an annual affair 
held by the National Collegiate 
Athletic Aossociation. Entries are 
limited to those men who have 
made exceptional records or who 
have won first places in major con- 
ferences. 
Clemson's t'hree-man team at 
Chapel 'Hill May 15, won three 
first places, and shattered two Con- 
ference records. Newman estab- 
lished a new record for the half 
mile at one minute 57 1-2 seconds 
Roy stepped off' the quarter mile 
for a new record of 59 one-fifth 
seconds. O'Dell vaulted over the 
bar at 12 feet 3 inches to win the 
meet, .but missed the record by 
five-eighths   of  an   inch. 
No other team in the Conference 
won three first places, and many 
schools had full teams entered. 
Clemson's exceptional showing with 
only three entries has been the 
subject of much comment every- 
where. 
During this season 'O'Dell has 
won 54 1-2 points for Clemson in 
various meets; Newman and Roy 
have won 30 each. All three of 
these men are expected to make 
good showings in the National 
Meet. There they will meet the 
best tract >men of the entire na- 
tion. Last year there were entries 
in this meet from fifty-one schools. 
This year Wallace Roy's name 
will ibe submitted for the award. 
In figuring the award scholarship 
is counted thirty percent, foot-ball 
twenty-five ipercent, base'ball, "track, 
and basket ball fifteen percent 
each. 
Wallace has played varsity foot- 
ball, and basket ball three years, 
and has been a member of the 
track team for three years. Dur- 
ing this time on the track he has 
broken many records, besides be- 
ing the captain of the team. In 
his scholastic work he ranks high, 
having made twenty-two E's, 
twenty-one   S',   and   eight   P's 
WALLACE ROY TO BE 
CITED FOR LAVAL MEDAL 
Mr. W. L. Laval, coach at Fur- 
man, gives each year the Laval 
Medal for the best.athlete and stu- 
dent in colleges of the state. Last 
year C. E. Wallet, formely of New- 
berry,   won  the   award. 
ESERVE OFFICERS 
TO ATTEND 0. R. C. 
TOTAL TWENTY-EIGHT 
Twenty-eight memibers of the 
present graduating class will again 
don their Sam Browne belts on 
June 13, and proceed to show— 
and be shown—how squads right 
should   be   done. 
This little affair will be like unto 
Uncle Sam's house-party at -Camp 
MoClellan, with the exception that 
it will .be staged at Fort McPher- 
son   in  Atlanta. 
This famous resort in the Gate 
City is said to he rather exclusive, 
and is for "officers only." The 
occasion for the gathering will be 
the annual Officers Reserve Camp 
to .be held ^between June 13, jMid 
27.   inclusive. 
The following reserve officers 
from Clemson will attend the camp: 
J. P. Batson, J. P. Calvert, H. 
C. Coleman, H. E. Corn, F. N. 
Culler, D. R. Ergle, J. A. Fewell, 
J. M. Fleming, N. A. Garrison, 
O. M. Hrrelson, S. H. Hendrix, 
J. B. Hester, B. D. King, F. 
B. Leitzsey, L. S. Long, F. A. 
Porter, J. M. Pruitt, V. C. Sanders, 
B. M. Smith, J. R. Smith, W. 
H. Taylor, A. J. Thackston, Jr., 
L. R. Tozier, J. E. Walker, C. 
P. West, W. A. White, and O. F. 
Zagora. 
JOHN C, G^LHOUN 
HOTEL 
ANDERSON, S. C. 
125 Rooms       100 Baths 
Excellent Cuisine 
SHHSHHHHgEHHiSHHHra^ 
R^eal  Estate 
FARM LANDS NEAR CLEMSON C0LLE6E 
Several   Farms  on  Proposed   Paved   Road 
From Seneca to Clemson 
Any size from 50 to 200 Acres 
Easy    Terms 
T. B. JONES 
SENECA, S. C. 
BHSHHISHSBEEIIISISH!^^ USSMSHEKEBSHHi 
LOCAL CHORAL CLUD 
GIVES PRESENTATION 
OF OPERA "MARTHA" 
The Clemson Choral Club and 
the Symphony Orchestra presented 
"Martha" in concert form in the 
college chapel Tuesday night, 
May   18. 
The Club, under the direction of 
E. J. Freeman, ihas been rehears- 
ing ifor this single production since 
last October, and their performance 
was   excellent. 
Mr. Allen 'Rogers and Miss Betty 
E. Hutchins of Spartan'burg sang 
solo parts in portions of the opera. 
Mrs. A. H. Sloan, Mrs. R. O. 
Feeley, Mrs. R. K. Eaton, Mr. E. 
L. Carpenter, Mr. Morrow, and Mr. 
Lewis Watson sang the leading 
roles. The chorus was composed 
of forty-five men and women of the 
campus. 
The entire cast showed the re- 
sults of careful training, and a 
large audience witnessed the pro- 
duction. 
"What makes you think that 
Prof. Clarke doesn't know any- 
thing   about   sport?" 
"Well, he told me the other day 
that he know Babe Ruth when 
she was a chorus  gull." 
THLETIC COUNCIL 
AWARDS LETTERS IN 
NUMEROUS SPORTS 
Upon the recommendation of the 
coach and the athletic council the 
following men have been awarded 
the .block "C" in baseball, track, 
basket ball, and tennis respect- 
ively. 
Davidson and Hair were award- 
ed blocks in footJball, their names 
having 'been inadvertently omitted 
from the original list adopted in 
December. 
Baseiba.ll awards: W. B. Abbott, 
C. A. Bryan, G. H. Dunlap, H. 
L. Eskew, T. Harmon, W. W. Hud- 
gens, L. S. Long, W. N. Martin, 
W. T. Martin, C. A. McGill, J. 
A. Milling, J. N. Moore, R. H. 
Hope,   Manager   and   G.   A.    Smith. 
Basket ball awards: C. C. New- 
man, J. L. Brock, M. H. Hendee, 
W. R. Roy, E. D. Palmer, H. 
L.    Eskew,   and   T.   F.   McGlone. 
Track awards: C. M. Turner, 
R. H. Mitchell, W. R. Roy, 
C. C. Newman, F. E. Cullum, C. 
E. McLeod, W. R. O'Dell, G. C. 
Dupre, C. R. Blakeney, J. P. Can- 
non, J. C. Marchibanks, and W. 
R.   Elliott,   Mgr. 
Tennis awards: W. F. Heller 
and   H.    W.   Marvin. 
The following freshmen were 
awarded numerals in baseball: F. 
E. Pearman, R. F. McMillan, R. 
Q. Moorer, W. L. Coleman, W. F. 
Barry, A. Williams, C. R. McHaf- 
fey, J. K. Wood, Wm. Player, E. 
W. Sexton, J. C. Tatum, J. A. 
Martin, Dean Pearman, and J. R. 
Gibson. 
PROF. MOFFAT RESIGNS 
ASSISTANT INSTRUCTOR 
Prof. L. G. Moffat, instructor in 
English, who is now on leave of 
absence for one year has resigned 
his position here and wil not re- 
turn next .fall. Prof. Moffat is 
now in France studying Romance 
languages. 
He has many friends on the 
campus who will regret to learn 
of   his   resignation. 
MISS    PATTERSON 
RESIGNS POSITION 
Miss Janette Patterson, assistant 
to the treasurer, has resigned her 
position. It is not known what 
field iMiss Patterson will enter. 
Miss Patterson has formed many 
friendships here during her short 
stay and her many friends regret 
to   see   her   leave. 
$300 in cash prizes 
to college students only, for the hest 
'copy' advertising the wonderful new 
Palm Beach Patterns 
for young men 
28 CHANCES TO 
C. First prize  
C, Second prize  
C. Third prize   .    .    ♦    „    . 
C.25 prizes of  
$100 
$ 50 
$ 25 
$    5 
Ideas will count more than words. 
100 words is the limit. Cleverness 
will help, but ads must be true and 
in keeping with the quality of 
Palm Beach Clo^h. C.Contest closes 
June 30, 1926. i,Ask your dealer 
to show you the new shades and 
patterns. Then send your sugges- 
tion, and your home address to the 
REG. U.S. PAT, orr. 
. WORSTED CO. 
AD   CONTEST   COMMITTEE, PALM 
BEACH MILLS, GOOD ALL WORSTED 
X^e^ni^m^achTuit0    COMPANY, SANFORD, MAINE. %  *8 
In   event   of    tie,    the   full    award    will    be   made    in 
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TIGER Um TEAM WINS OVER STR0N3 FOES 
AND BREAKS SEVERAL CONFERENCE RECORDS 
Captain Roy, Newman, a,nd O'Dell Are Outstanding Stars 
of The Season 
Losing the first meet of the sea- 
son by one lone point to Clem- 
son's ancient rival, Furman, did 
not in the least daunt the spirits 
of the Tiger track team. They 
made records all thrugh the sea- 
son and defeated teams that were 
among the best in the south. Cap- 
tain Roy was a leader that only a 
few teams are fortunate enough 
to have. He always set an example 
for his teammates by winning his 
event. 
The Furman Meet 
O'Dell was the high scorer for 
the Tigers in this meet, winning 
the pole vault, tieing for first 
in the high jump and placing sec- 
ond in the high hurdles hurdles. 
Turner and Mitchell took both 
places in the 220 yard dash, New- 
man took the ralf mile in record 
time. McLeod did the iron-man 
stunt by winning iboth the mile and 
two mile. Marchbanks running in 
the low hurdles was as (pretty as 
"has been seen in many days. 
The Tech Relays 
The tracksters went over to 
Georgia Tech to participate in the 
annual Tech relays on Saturday 
following the Furman meet. Ross 
O'Dell was the star of the day, 
setting a southern record in the 
pole vault of 12 feet 4 inches. 
He also placed second in the high 
jump. The sprint medley team 
composed of Captain Roy, Mitchell, 
Turner, and Newman left every- 
thing in the sprint medley race and 
won a handsome trophy as a re- 
ward. They finished far ahead 
of their nearest opponents. The 
distance medley team ran a good 
race but was unable to place. 
Georgia Meet 
In this meet the Tigers were 
weak in the field events and the 
'■    Bulldogs    took    advantage 
fact and emerged victorious 
ho   contest.      In   this     meet 
.arred  when  he  ran  the   4 40 
ash    in    fifty    seconds    flat. 
was again the high scorer, 
netting 14 points. Mitchell placed 
first in the 100 yard dasli and 
second in the 220, while Newman 
copped first in the half mile. 
Tech-Davidson Meet 
Here the Tiger tracksters step- 
ped out toy winning over both of 
these teams. O'Dell and Newman 
were the high scorers of this trian- 
gular meet. O'Dell again displayed 
his atoility as a pole vaulter. Car- 
ter Newman won the half and also 
the mile. The Tigers captured 
first places in the 440, half, mile, 
both hurdles, pole vault, broad 
jump,   and   javelin. 
State Meet 
In the state meet at Clinton the 
Tigers set five state records and 
yet they lost the meet. As in 
some of the other contests, they 
were weak in the Held events, 
Newman, Roy and Cullum lowered 
the state records in the half, 440, 
and the mile respectively. O'Dell 
lowered the state mark in the pole 
vault and also in the broad jump. 
—R.   H.   M. 
COMMENCEMENT   HOPS 
ENJOYED  BY   ALL 
(Continued    From    First    Page) 
seemed to be the motto of the 
decorator, for the decorations 
caused many gnwing comments 
upon its beauty and glamor. The 
co'.oi scheme was of purple and 
gold, enhanced by artistic shil- 
houetes, suspended from the ceil- 
ing   and   upon   the   wall. 
Just a word of the fair guests 
who graced these hop.-! needs to 
be spoken, not for the cadets and 
(hose who attended, but for those 
who were ■'o unfortunate as not 
to have been, prespnt. The galaxy 
of 'beauty present could not have 
made a more befitting "adieu" to 
the departing Seniors. May the 
Seniors, when they think of a life 
partner, be wise and think of one 
of the elite I of the fair damsels 
that were present that wonderful 
night. 
GRADUATING    CLASS 
(Continued   From   First   Page) 
Rembert   Melton   Foster      White   Stone 
Charley    Keid    Garrison        Seneca 
John   Keitt   Hane,   Jr    Fort   Motte 
White-field   Watson   Hane      St.   Matthews 
William Tliornwell Henerey  Sedalia 
Harry  Sylvester Hinson   Lynchburg 
Ralph   Alexander   Jackson      Starr 
Edward   Harold   Jordan      TimmonsviUo 
Robert    Calhoun    Jordan       Richburg 
Hugh   Franklin   Kizer      St.   George 
Jack   McDonald    Law    ...._     Darlington 
Junius   Mayes   Lemmon      Lynchburg 
Lawton Sidney Long, Jr  Prosperity 
Lawrence Clayton McAlister, Jr Pendleton 
Guy   William   McClellan      Anderson 
Leslie    Gladstone    McCraw        Gaffney 
James   King   Maner   -..._    Garnett 
Francis   Brummette   Mobley     Heath   Spgs. 
Andrew   Burbidge   Padgett      Bamberg 
John Randolph Ptiulliug, Jr St.  Matthews 
Colonel   Hoyt    Rogers       Mullins 
Wayland    Arthur    Shands        Ebenezer 
Franklin Sherman, Jr     Clemson    College 
Leroy   Hampton   Simkins      Augusta,   Ga. 
James Adger Smyth, Jr. Hendersonville, N. C. 
Richard    Dudley    Steer        Clinton 
Paul Strickland  Belton 
Henry   Lowry   Thomas      Mayesville 
Harold   Klugli   Tinsley   ...-    Hodges 
Perry   Hamilton   Tison      Allenda'.e 
Roy    Larkin    Trent        Clifton 
Samuel   Fogle   Wells      Sumter 
William  Albert White  Chester 
ARCHITECTURE 
William   Erinis   Chapman.   Jr.   ...   Pendleton 
John   Enoch   Cudd    Jonesville 
Robert   Eugene   Smith      Blackburg 
Leland    Richard    Tozier        Sumter 
CHEMISTRY 
Teofilo   Leon   Bradley      Columbia 
David   Ramsey   Ergle    Augusta,   Ga. 
Charles    Elry   Hawkins      Starr 
Jackson    Boling    Hester        Easley 
Frederick   Byron   Leitzsey       Columbia 
Wallace   Robert   Roy      Columbia 
CIVIL   ENGINEERING 
Clyde    Mitchell    Barr     Leesville 
Lyike   Smith   Bouknight,   Jr    Batesburg 
William   Wright   Bryan   ...   Clemson   College 
James    Bankston    Caughman        Columbia 
Elias   Thomas   McGee    Starr 
Jennings    Bryan    McKerley         Elho 
Banyird   Milton   Smith,      Starr 
John Emmett Walker  Blackrille 
ELECTRICAL    ENGINEERING 
Horace   Julian   Bowles    Greenwood 
Hubert Lee Byrd _ _ _  North 
Herbert   Alvin   Cox   _ _   St.   Matthews 
Samuel    McGarvey    Cox    _     Seneca 
James    Archie    Davis        Sumter 
Charlie   Brown   Day    Trenton 
Harris Earle Gaffney _  Gaffney 
Norman   Asa   Garrison      Sandy   Spgs. 
George   Hembry   Greene      Greet 
Ottis   Miles   Harrelson       Lorls 
Walter   Furman   Heller      Sandy   Spgs. 
William   Luther   Jones      Greer 
Francis   Grier   Kearse      Crocketville 
Belton    David    King       Swansea 
Benjamin Vincent Martin,  Clemson College 
Ernest   Day   Palmer _   Central 
Austin Oliver Roche, Jr.,  Abbevlile 
Van    Cortez   Sanders      Newberry 
Junius   Reid   Smith      Greenville 
Walter    Sidney    Stewman         Lancaster 
William   Harry   Sudlow      Aifeen 
Albert   Jerome   Thackston,   Jr.   Orangeburg 
Joseph Elmer Westbury ...„  Georgetown 
James   Qullla   Wray,   Jr    York 
John    Brooks   Wright     Shelton 
E.-ncst Willoughby Carpenter, Jr.     Greenville 
David Earl Carter  Clinton 
George Warren Gignilliat  Seneca 
Charles  Adolphus  New  ...._ _    Greenville 
Joe   Hardin   Sanders    Cheste; 
Walter   Herman   Taylor      Laurens 
TEXTILE    INDUSTRIAL    EDUCATION 
James McDow Darby ...._  Sandy Springs 
William Robert Elliott, Jr  Winnsboro 
Joel Alexander Fewell  Rock Hill 
Frederick Swain Gilmer  Anderson 
Samuel  Herbert Hendrix „ Lexington 
Robert Hervey Hope   Rock Hill 
Thomas Gilbert Jackson     Florence 
Ko Chia LI _  Mukden, China 
Eugene Little McCormac  Dillon 
Lester Allen Porter  Springfield 
Joe Major Pruitt  Stan- 
Lloyd Gignilliat Trimmier Spartanburg 
CADET  MARSHALS 
CADET C.  C.  NEWMAN, JR., Chief Marshal. 
Cadet R.  H.  Mitchell 
Cadet J.  A.  Milling 
Cadet H.  E.  Russell 
Cadet 1).  H.  Ross 
Cadet J.  Kershaw 
Cadet C. M. Reynolds 
Cadet C.  P. West 
Cadet J. E.  Youngblood 
Cadet R.   C.  Jones 
FFICER 
NON-COMS. 
The  following General  Order  was 
read in jhapel this morning: 
GENERAL ORDER 
ENGINEERING    INDUSTRIAL    EDUCATION 
.Tudson   Townes   Mayfield      Denmark 
George   Edward   Turner.   Jr    Anderson 
GENERAL   SCIENCE 
Charles    Nathaniel    Cobb        Easley 
MECHANICAL   ENGINEERING 
Olin   Samuel   Anderson   ._    Timmonsville 
Thomas   Raymond   Boseman      Darlington 
James   Withrow   Carson    Spartanburg 
James Key Evans   „ Beaufort 
/rank   Burriss   Hall        Iva 
Clarence   Allen   McGUl      Anderson 
James   Robert   Sanders        Chester 
Ernest   Tyler   Smith    Anderson 
Joseph   Augustus   Todd   _     Starr 
John   Rice   Watson       Batesburg 
Otto   Frank   Zagora    Charlotte,   N.   C. 
TEXTILE   ENGINEERING 
John   Preston   Batson       Greenville 
James   Arthur   Boyd    Laurens 
June 1,   1926 
1. All appointments and pro- 
motions of officers and noncom- 
missioned officers in the Corps of 
Cadets promulgated during the 
session 1925-1926 are heretoy re- 
voked. 
2. The, following appointments 
of officers and noncommissioned 
officers for the session 1926-1927 
in   Corps  of  Cadets  are  announced: 
To 'he Colonel; Baker, J. H. 
To be Lieutenant Colonel; Mar- 
shall, R. M. To be majors; Avent, 
J. K.; Brabham. H. K.; West,, 
C.    P.; 
To be Captain (Band)—Brown, 
W.    C. 
To  be  Master  Seargeants—Wylie, 
A. P.;    Jones,   M.   A. 
To be Staff Seargeants—Smith, 
T. W.; Hughston, T. L.; Rutledge, 
J.    R. 
To be Color Seargeants—Pic- 
kens, R. O.;  Alexander, D. O, 
To toe First Seargeants—Bur- 
gess, R. H.; Britt, C. E.; Dargan, 
W. C; Glaze, C. H.; Hanner, 
T. G.; Hudgens, W. W.; Klugh, 
G. F.; Link, A. C; iStopple'bein, H. 
E.; Taylor, H. K.; Whilden, J. 
E.;   Fowler,   B.   R. 
To be Drum Major—Farrar, M. 
B. 
To   be   Seargeants: 
Abtoott, W. B.; Allison, H. M.; 
Avent, J. J.; Barron, W. H.; Bar- 
ton, L. S.; Beason, J. T.; Bell, 
J. L.; Berry, L. E.; Bickley, B. 
L.; Brogdon, W. J.; Bryan, C. 
A.; Bryce, G. T.; Burley, J. E.; 
Campbell, T. A.; Carroll, G. H.; 
Clarke, J. H. (Band); Crook, M. 
D.;    Cunningham,    J.   W.;    Cuttino, 
B. H.; Cuttino, D. S.; Davidson, 
L. S.; Davis, R. R.; Dozier, J. 
P.; Dunlap, G. H.; Eskew, H. L.; 
Garrison,  J. C.;   Ginn,  R.  J.;   Green, 
C. D.; Hair, J. C; Hane, A. 
W.; Hane, H. T.; Heard, L. M.; 
Hart. L. W.; Hewlett, L. M.; 
Hicks, J. O.; Hightower, R. E.; 
Husbands, H; James, F. G.; 
Jones, J. A.; McPhail,-S.; Maner, 
W. F.; Marchbanks, J. C; Mercer, 
C. W.; Midfeiff, B. R.; Moore, 
J. N.; Mundy, J. T.; O'Dell, W. 
R.; Parker, W. E.; Pressley, W. 
H.; Pruitt, W. R.; Rictoey, R. B.; 
Seaborn, W. M.; Shelley, L. W.; 
Smith, R. L.; Stutts, R. T.; Tim- 
merman, W. P.; Turner, W. B.; 
Waller, P. F. W.; Wel'born M. 
B.; White, L. M.; Williams, H. 
T.;   Wingard, B. F.;  White, R. B. 
To Be Corporals:- 
Anderson, C. E.; Andrews, G. T.; 
Barry, W F,: Barton, C. R.; Berry, 
H. B.; Blankinship, J M.; Cain, D. M; 
Calhoun. R. G.; Oallahan, J. F.; 
Carter, R. C; Caushmian, John M.; 
Chitty, M. G.; Clyburn, T. M.; Cly- 
burn, W. P.;Cobb, G. P.; Coker, W. 
T.; Copeland, T. H.; Cornwall, B.V.; 
Crossland. R. E.; Cuilp, D.; Cunning- 
ham, H. W.; Davis, G. M.; Davis, J. 
M.;   Dickinson,   G.   M.;   Dill,   T.   E.; 
Duffie, F. H; Eison, F. J.; Ellis. 
J T.; Faulkenberry, G. E.; Graham. 
L. H. Gray, J. W.; Hammett, R. D.; 
Harter, J. W.; Harvin, S. A.; Haw- 
kins, J. F.; Higgins, E. E.; Hoefer, 
W. H.; Hoke, F. M.; Jackson, C. A.; 
Jeffers, R.; Jenkins, J. M.; Jones, H. 
W.; King. C. J.; Lachicotte, F. W.; 
McCarley, T. H.; McCauley, H. R.; 
McGee, H. A.; McLeskey, J. J.; 
McMillan, R. F. ;Maddox, W. B.; Mar- 
shall, L. E.; Martin, C. R.! Mayer, 
J. H.; Miller, H. S.; Moore, F. H.; 
Moorer, R. Q.; Motes, J. H.; Mur- 
dock, E. C; Odell, J. B.; O'Quinn, 
J. D.; Pearman, S. D.; Pearman, F. 
E.; Poe, H. D.; Poore, M. L.; Prid- 
...ore, R. G.; Ray, C. E.; Rose, W. T 
Sander, L. F.; Scott, W. H; Sexton 
E W.; Shands, H. L.; Sharp, H. D. 
Smoak, K. A.; Stevenson, M. B. 
Stroman, J. D.; Storman, C. W. 
Suoer, J. C; Taylor, R. A.; Tiencken 
W. P.; Townsend, T. P.; Valley, J. B 
Vogel, L. J.; Webb, E. H.; Weil, J 
H.; West, W. P.; Whitten., S. E. 
Williams, A.; Wingo, D. L.; Wray 
W. J.; Wright, C. D.; Yarborough 
R.   W. 
3. The remaining commissioned 
appointments will be announced on 
the last day of the Reserve Officers' 
Training Corps Camp at Anniston, 
Alabama. 
4. Leave of absence is hereby 
granted the Corps of Cadets from 
immediately after the post-com- 
mencement roll call to 10:30 P. M., 
September 7, 1926. 
By order of Lieut.  Colonel Cole. 
J. B. Caughman, 
Official Cadet   Adjutant. 
Henry W. Lee, 
Cai.tain, U. S. A., Retired. 
Executive. 
Freshman: Say captain what 
does  that   R.   O.   T.   C.   mean? 
Captain: Right out the country, 
newboy,   right out   the   country. 
Phil: I hear you are studying 
astronomy. 
Bill: Not exactly; I'm taking 
boxing. 
A popular song is one that we 
all   think   we   can   sing. 
Dean:     Do you know who I am? 
Stude: No, sir, tout try and re- 
memtoer your address and I'll take 
you    home. 
They tell me rutotoer tires. 
That's why it stretches, you dum- 
bell. 
INTELLIGENCE   EXAM. 
(Answer   any   13) 
If you can answer these you can 
pass. 
1. How old are you? If so, 
why? 
2. Why does a black hen lay a 
white   egg? 
3. What kind of cow gives 
milk   of   magnesia? 
4. What color eyes have pota- 
toes? 
5. Why is a cow? Give rea- 
sons. 
6. Explain reaction between a 
razor   and   whiskers. 
7. Do you skin on exams? Why 
not? It happens in the best of 
families. 
8. Should you pass on this 
exam?     Give   12   reasons. 
9. How far is up? Give range 
in   arm   signals. 
10. Is a cow the only creature 
that   has   calves? 
WRIGLEYS 
^% WMF More 
HuV BHT '   *°r y°ar 
mm MlV# and 
the   best   Pepper nint 
Chewing Sweet for 
any money       G13 
Get Extra Credits at Home— 
More than 450 courses in History, English, Mathematics, Chemistry, 
Zoology, Modern Languages, Economics, Philosophy, Sociology, etc., 
are given by correspondence. Learn how the credit they yield may 
be applied on your college program. Catalog describing courses fully, 
furnished on request.  Write today. 
95 ELLIS HALL 
Cfje Umbersttp of Chicago 
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 
iHISllg»KigglBH»lMMI«M»P 
i i 
Complete Line §f 
Men's Clothing 
% 
MARX-MADE  MILLION  CLOTHES 
HATS — TIES — CAPS — SHOES 
SHIRTS — HOSIERY 
. -i 
PATTERSON'S    DEPARTMENT   STORE 
EHaigMg[g^g^;Bgll5B?^ 
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CAMPUS NOTES THREE MEN OF CLASS 
OF ,26 TO 00 INTO 
PALMETTO   HOLDS 
FINAL  MEETING 
Mrs. S. B. Earle entertained 
with two tables of bridge Wednes- 
day morning. Refreshments were 
served    during    the    affair. 
Mrs. Kavanaugh and Mrs. Rod- 
erick were joint hostesses at bridge 
Wednesday  morning. 
MT. and Mrs. Dargan and daugh- 
ter Elizabeth were in Greenville 
during the past week-end. 
Mr. and Mrs. Allan Rogers of 
Spartaburg stayed with Mrs. M. 
E. Bradley while at Clemson. Mr. 
Rogers       sang       in       the       opera, 
"Martha". 
Mrs. Townes has returned from 
Columbia after a stay of several 
weeks   in   that  city. 
Miss Elizabeth Dargan entertain- 
ed the fifteen mem'bers of the 
graduating class of the Clemson- 
Calhoun High School at a de- 
lightful dinner party Monday night- 
Miss Francis Perry, of Staunton, 
Va., has arrived for an extended 
visit   with   Miss   Amye   Sloan. 
Mrs. Peck entertained at a de- 
lightful party Friday night in hon- 
or   of   her   visitors.  ■ 
Miss Mary Miller, of Seneca, is 
the commencement guest of Mrs. 
Fitzpatrick. 
Mr.   s.nd   Mrs.   J.   H.   Mitchell   en- 
tertained    Thursday    afternoon    for j 
the   School   Improvement     Associa- J 
tlon.    One hundred and fifty guests 
were   Invited   to   attend   this   recep- 
tion. 
Mrs. "Bud" Saunders was hostess 
Wednesday at two delightful 
tables of bridge. Delicious cakes 
and    Ices   were   served. 
Miss Gene Klugh gave an en- 
jovaible party Tuesday afternoon 
in honor of the Clemson-Calhoun 
graduating   class. 
Miss    Sadler    has   returned    from 
The members of the Palmetto 
Literary Society gathered for * 
IIMPI [ CAM'C ADMV farewe11 meeting on last Thursday 
UPIULL   uAifl 0   All III II   evening.     The   society   has   enjoyed 
a very succesful year, and those 
members who have been most 
faithful in attendance and support 
have   realized   many   benefits   from Three    Clemson    men    have    been 
recommended by the local military ,. society 
department for commissions as sec- 
ond lieutenants in the regular army, W. C. Maxwell was elected presi- 
according to an announcement made dent of the siciety for the first 
yesterday by Captain H. W. Lee. quarter next year, and J. C. Gar- 
The men, all of whom graduate this rison recording secretary. Both 
June, are J. E. Walker, A. J. of these men will perform their 
Thackston   and   W.   J.   Douglass. duties   well,   and   the   society   looks 
Upon acceptance 'by the War De- for big things in the future, 
partment all of these men, with Four of the seniors, R. M. Fos- 
the exception of Cadet Colonel ter, W. T. Henery, R. H. Cam, 
Douglass, my be assigned to active and W. A. Shands made farewell 
duty within the next few weeks. talka whi*h Proved very touching. 
Colonel Douglass, on account of There was kindled within the 
having attended West Point, is pro- breasts of the younger members 
hibited by law from being com- °* the society a desire to uphold 
missioned before the graduation of the traditions of the society, and 
his class at the "point." This will to increse its worth as a cultivator 
not occur for another year and un-   of  literary  ideals. 
til  that   time  his   military   activities  
will  have  to  lie  dormant. 
There are now severaJl score Nola: "Remem'ber when we first 
Clemson graduates in active ser- met in the revolving door at the 
vice,  and many  hundred ihold  com-   Post  Office?" 
missions    in    the    Officers    Reserve        Rat   "Nat":      "But   that   was   not 
Corps.      This   June    114    men   will   the   first   time   we   met." 
"graduate"   from   the   military   de-       Nola:     "Well, that's when we be- 
partement   this   'being    the   largest   gan   going   around   together." 
nuni'ber    of    reserve    officers    pro-    — -  
duced  by  any school  in  the  Fourth 
Corps   Area. 
OR, SIKES PRESENTS 
SABERS TO CADET 
COMMISSIONED STAFF 
Dr. E. W. Sikes presented sab- 
ers to the members of the cadet 
commissioned staff in chapel Wed- 
nesday morning. This presentation 
is an annual affair, but hereto- 
fore has taken place during com- 
mencement. 
These handsome presentation sab- 
ers are awarded by the Military 
department each year to the mem- 
bers of the commissioned staff. 
The several companies individually 
present similar sabers to their 
respective captains, this presenta- 
tion being held during a company 
formation. 
Dr. Stkes presented the sabers 
Wednesday with a very impressive 
and effective talk, to the follow- 
ing men: Col. G. I. Pinkilea, Flor- 
ence; Lt. Col. W. J. Douglas, 
Jonesville; Miaj. E. R. Alexander, 
Ft. Mill; Maj. E. M. Salley, Saluda, 
N. C.; Maj.J. E. Wes'tibury, George- 
town; Capt. J. B. Caughman, Co- 
lumbia; Capt. W W. Bryan, Clem- 
son College; Capt. W. R. Roy, 
Columbia; Capt. E. H. Jordan, 
Timmonsvllle. 
THOUGHTS   OF  HOME 
Just  to   go   'round   calling 
Mom  Honey, 
Just  to  go  'round  asking 
Dad   for   money— 
That's   home. 
Just  to  sleep  as  late 
As cne, 
Just  playing  pranks   and 
Having  fun— 
That's home, 
j ust   to   Charleston   all 
The day 
When thoughts of books 
Aren't in the way— 
That's  home. 
Just   to   think  of   your 
Scraps   with   Sis, 
Just  to   think  of  your 
Girl to kiss— 
That's home. 
How   about   that   chocolate 
Cake 
And   those   good  old   pies 
That   Mom   can   make 
That's home. 
Gee,   that's  home! 
—Elizabeth    Bradley,    Campus. 
Prof. Bearley. is authority for 
the    following    statement: 
"For every married woman in 
the United States, there is approxi- 
mately   one   married   man." 
Policeman: What would your 
father say if he saw you out at 
this   time   of   night?" 
Ben Martin: He'd say, "Don't 
tell   ma!" 
JUNIORS OF SECOND 
BATT ARE BASEBALL 
G,JAK!PS OF CORPS 
The     second     battalion   won   the 
regimental     baseball     championship 
by   defeating     'both   the     first   and 
an    extended   visit    to    relatives    in i third   battalions   last   week.     Smith, 
Charlotte. 
Dr. and Mrs. Sikes and Mrs. D. 
W. Daniels 'Were the guests of 
WT-. and Mrs. Gassaway of Green- 
vile. 
Mrs.    Musser    was    hostess    at    a 
reefing   of   the   U.  ,D.   C 
W"dnesdav   afternoon 
pitching for the first 'battalion, 
was effective until the fifth inning 
when five runs crossed the plate. 
Austin pitched well or the second 
battalion, alowing only three runs. 
In the second game the third 
Chapter, j battalion was defeated five to one. 
Anderson   and   Dill   did   good   work 
Miss    Arave      Sloan      entertained    as    batteries    for    the    second    bat- ■Hth    a    tacky   party   in    honor    of i talion.     "Shine"  Milling  hit  for  the 
h°r guests. Miss Francis Perrv. 
p"d the Taduating class of the 
Clemson-Calhoun   High   School. 
Miss Fvelvn Daniels has Miss 
Liirile Wharton and Miss Ali'-e 
Allen, of Winthrop. as her guests 
during the commencement festivi- 
ties. 
Miss Gene Foy will celebrate 
her ninth birthday with a delight- 
ful   party  Saturday  afternoon. 
The graduating class of the 
Clemson-Calhoun High School held 
their graduating exercises Friday 
afternoon. Rev. McSween was the 
principal    speaker   of   the    evening. 
Mr. M. B. Farrar, of Asheville, 
will spend the summer vacation in 
Podunk along with his friend Lt. 
■Col.  W.  J.  Douglas. 
Miss Mary Mills has returned 
home   from   Converse. 
Prof, and Mrs. Ed. Shivar, of 
Converse, are visiting on the cam- 
pus   for   several   days. 
Mr. J. C. Evans, member of the 
•Clemson Glee Club, will study 
voice in Paris this summer. Profs. 
Crowgey and Selgler will accom- 
pany   him. 
circuit with two men on bases, 
to acount for three of his teams 
runs. The final score of this 
game   was   five   to   one. 
The object of these games was 
to get a line on the juniors who 
are to compose the camp baseball 
team at Camp MoClellan this sum- 
mer. 
stop 
CAPT. E. A. HIGGINS 
RETURNS   TO   CLEMSON 
Following recovery of his illness, 
Captain E. A. Higgins has returned 
to his duties at Clemson. He has 
been ill at Walter Reed Hospital, 
Washington, D. C. since last fall, 
but it is hoped that he has com- 
pletely  recovered. 
Captain Higgins came to Clem- 
son in 192 4. He is very popular 
among the cadets with whom he 
was associated last year, and his 
services to the military department 
have been invaluable. He is fami- 
liarly known to the cadets as 
"Captain Happy"; they showed 
their liking of him by giving him 
a rousing yell in the mess-hall 
when he returned. Captain Higgins 
will probably be at Clemson two 
more  years. 
HEALTH   HINTS 
Dear   Doctor: 
What    do    you    advise    to 
my   hair   from   falling   out? 
Baldihead. 
Dear   Baldhead. 
Pull  them  out  this  will  save you 
much    time. 
Doc. 
Dear   Doc: 
What   can   I   do   to   remove   white 
spots   from   my   face? 
Cutey. 
Dear   Cutey: 
Use   a   good   sharp   pocket   knife 
on   them. 
Doc. 
Dear    Doctor: 
Can you  tell me  how I  can  stop 
smoking? 
Jno.   Evans. 
Dear   John: 
Tell    your   friends   to   stop   buy- 
ing   cigarettes. 
Doc. 
Dear Doc: 
Dancing   ruins   my   feet? 
L.   Col.   Douglas 
Dear  Lt.   Col.: 
Did  ever try washing them. 
Doc. 
Dear   Doc. 
I    am    troubled    with    a    coated 
tongue? 
Maj.   Westbury. 
Dear   Maj.: 
Let   your   breath   come   in   short 
pants and  it will  suit you  troubles. 
Doc. 
Where two steam locomotives formerly puffed and strained to pull a  360-ton   freight train  up the 
steep slope of Maltrata incline, two electric locomotives haul a 660-ton train  with power to spare. 
Electricity levels the Mountains 
In Mexico, romantic land of pretty senoritas 
and languorous minstrelsy, practical American 
engineers have harnessed streams so that moun- 
tains may be leveled. 
The winding thirty-mile Maltrata incline on the 
road from Vera Cruz to Mexico City is now elec- 
trified. Ten electric locomotives replace twenty- 
three steam engines. The electrics haul twice the 
tonnage of the steam locomotives—and in half 
the time, with obvious benefits to traveler, rail- 
roader, and shipper. 
Yet Maltrata is but an example of electrical 
progress. For electricity is conquering the grades 
of railroads and of industry alike, the world over. 
Impressive, no doubt, but still modest when 
compared with the possibilities of electricity in 
years to come. And it remains for college- 
trained men, with trained capacity for initiative 
and leadership, to become ambassadors for fur- 
ther electrical conquests in foreign lands. 
The General Electric Com- 
pany required but eighteen 
months to electrify Mal- 
trata incline—locomotives, 
power plant, transmission 
equipment complete. En- 
gineering skill, backed by 
vast manufacturing facil- 
ities, has enabled G-E to 
serve humanity in many 
ways. 
A series of G-E advertise- 
ments showing what elec- 
tricity is doing in many 
fields will be sent on request. 
Ask for booklet GEK-1. 
She: "So you were at the wed- 
ding. Did you give. the. bride 
aw»v?" 
He: "No. but I could have."— 
Jack-   o.-Lantern. 
13-3SDH 
GENERAL ELECTRIC 
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FOOTBALL SEASON, THOUGH NOT BRILLIANT 
SUCCESS, WAS REVELATION TO TIGERTOWN 
Fourteen Varsity Men Gradu- 
ate This Commencement. 
"Chub" Harvey Next 
Captain 
Long after scores have been for- 
gotten, men will still be talking 
about the clean sportsmanship and 
fight displayed by the Tiger Foot- 
ball Team of '25. Although it 
did not perform as brilliantly as 
tome Tiger Teams of the past, it 
showed the world just what Tiger 
Spirt stands for—FIGHT! We 
had hoped for more victories last 
season, but we think the one game 
stands for more than a mere vic- 
tory or a loss. A slump caused 
by internal strife can not 'be 
overcome in one year, tout Clem- 
son is out to win her nuray back 
to the top of Southern Football. 
So she turns her head to the ever 
brightening future. Watch her 
simoke next Fall. 
Many of Clemson's valiant war- 
riors of the grid graduate this 
year. We hope they will succeed 
as well in the battle of life as 
they have on the football field. 
They   are    Captain    Gary      Finklea, 
Jack Fewell, and Jake Wray endB, 
Wallace Roy and "Frog" Palmer 
tackles, "Kit" Hane and "Mam- 
mouth" Fleming guards. Julian 
Bowles and Fred Leitzsey centers, 
Jonnie Walker fullback, Clarence 
McGill, "Red" Price, "Woots" 
Klugh and "Prep" Bradley half- 
backs. 
The Team of '25 has laid a solid 
rock foundation for our team next 
year by electing "Chuto" Harvey 
captain. He is a tower of strength, 
in the line, and will make an ex- 
cellent leader. The men who gain- 
ed valuable experience last season 
from whom we are expecting great 
things next Fall are, Captain 
"Chubby" Harvey and Paul Aus- 
tin, guaTds, "Rabbit" Hair, center, 
"Rattie" Davidson and Dick Tuttle, 
tackles, Happy Cuttino, end, Bud 
Eskew, Walt Martin, and "Ickle" 
Jones, Halfbacks, "Trick" Hendee 
and Mike Lin'k, quarterbacks, 
Ralph McConnell and "War Horse" 
Warr, fullbacks and Pete Reynolds, 
halfback. 
This year's Rat team will send 
some excellent material up to the 
varsity next Fall, and imany of 
them   will   be   strong       contenders 
for the first eleven. Some of these 
strong candidates are, S. D. Pear- 
man, St. C. Davis, G. C. Imee, 
R. F. McMillian, E. W. Sexton, 
and A. B.Wilder, who are all 
backs; and linemen R. Q. Moorer, 
J. E. Wall, G. N. Davis, J. R. 
Gibson, H. M. Hofce, R. M. Hall, 
L. E. Marshall, O. K. Pressley, 
and   J.   H.   Talley. 
With all of these huskies seek- 
ing positions on *he Tiger Eleven, 
we are certain of having a sure 
"nuff" football team. All in all, 
the prospects are very bright, and 
the Tiger will 'be looking for fresh 
meat when he returns to his lair 
next September. Eeat'em up Ti- 
gers. 
JIl'-JITSUING    THE    RHYMING 
DICTIONARY 
Upon   life's   woes   I   amplify 
Leaving   other   men   to   certify 
The    checks    they    cannot    classify 
For  women   they  must  pacify. 
My  words  of love I  codify 
To    skirts    no    man    should    defy 
Where   other   men   disqualify 
By letting silk socks  edify. 
I let no man falsify 
Behind   the   'phone   I   fortify 
And  if my  words  nix  gratify 
I    let    "Wrong    num'ber"    justify. 
No jane shall my wife horrify 
For no  one  can  identify 
My   scrambled   words   indemnify 
The   things   I   do   not   specify. 
When comes that 
day of days—and suddenly 
you know you're a Senior, 
at the top of the world 
—have a Camel! 
WHEN comes the day 
that can come but once. 
And as a Senior you've 
reached your place at the 
top of the world—have a 
Camel! 
For Camel shares of 
its own enchantment with 
life's memorable events. 
Camels are of such choice 
tobaccos that they never 
tire the taste or leave a 
cigaretty after-taste. Re- 
gardless of the money 
you pay, there is no 
mellower, friendlier or 
better cigarette made 
than Camel. 
So this day as you've 
safely passed all the 
hazards to life's sublimest 
moment—know the taste, 
the contentment that is 
the due of the world's 
experienced smokers. 
Have a Camel! 
No other cigarette in the world is like Camels. Camels con- 
tain the choicest Turkisk and Domestic tobaccos. The Camel 
blend is the triumph of expert blenders. Even the Camel 
cigarette paper is the finest — made especially in France. Into 
this one brand of cigarettes is concentrated the experience 
and skill of the largest tobacco organization in the world. 
©1926 
Our highest wish, if 
you do not yet know 
Camel quality, is that 
you try them. We in- 
vite you io compare 
Camels with any ciga- 
rette made at any price. 
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco 
Company 
Winston-Salem,  N. C. 
My promise none  can  magnify 
And   I   can   always   mollify 
The   ijnured   hearts   I   modify 
With   silly   things   I   mystify. 
But   should   ont   try  to   notify 
Or   harsh   words   to   petrify 
I   would   then   try   to   nullify 
Or   else   my   best   to   ossify. 
And if I could not  nectify 
I'd   have my  stenog  stupify 
A .part  in  which  she'd  terrify 
As I can truly  testify. 
TEXTILE  SOCIETY  MEETS 
At a meeting of the Textile Soc- 
iety held Monday afternoon, offi- 
cers were elected for the next 
year. The retiring President, W. 
R. Elliott, in a brief talk, told of 
the benefits that could be derived 
from the society and the things 
accompli shed this year. The soc- 
iety is to have a section in the new 
library and to the books the soc- 
iety already owns, eleven new 
volumes were added recently. These 
books cover the Textile field 
thoroughly and every student tak- 
ing the Textile course is urged 
to use them. The officers elected 
for next year are President, C. P. 
West; Vice-President, T. W. Kitch- 
en; Treasurer, P. H. Miller; Secre- 
tary, A. C. Link; Ass't. Treasurer 
C.   R.   Blankley. 
Maud   Muller   on   a   summer's   day 
Watched the hired man rake the 
hay. 
She laughed and laughed in high- 
est glee 
When up his pants leg crawled a 
bee. 
The hired man later laugnted iD 
turn 
When a yellow jacket crawled up 
her'n. 
Deare    Pa 
Be sure to have old Jimmy 
Ketched out and hitched to the 
waggin next Tuesday to meat your 
son at the station. Be sho to 
bring the waggin because I have 
maid some furniture and andiron 
since I have been here—I got 
some extra does from what I had 
whin I left I got a Sunday dress 
uniform and one what we calls 
servece. That's the rite name for 
it too because I sho have put out 
a   lot   of   service   in   it. 
Pa you sho ought to be proud 
of your son. I have already got- 
ten more diplomas than any of 
the seniors up here. They wasn't 
on paper or sheep skin but on just 
ask any of us rats. Or I will tell 
you all about how I graduated 
from a rat when I get home. 
Your   Son, 
P.    S.   I   am   a   sophomore   now. 
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CHAS. N. GIGNILLIAT 
Cotton (^Merchant 
SENECA,   S. C 
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Just a Few Words 
TO THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT IN THE 
PAST.    YOU HAVE MADE THE BUSINESS OF A 
MAN WHO PULLS STRONG FOR CLEMSON. 
TIGER PRESSING CLUB AND SHOE SHOP 
CLINT TAYLOR, Proprietor 
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S P_PILL. Football Season of 1926 looms as Next Big Sport    SPORTS 
"THRU THEr 
MITOffU. 
FIELD GLASSES^ 
VACATION TIME is here. To the seniors, who are leaving 
not to return as students, we wish to bid you a fond farewell 
and the best of luck in your life's work. To those who are 
only leaving for the summer, we wish a happy vacation. We 
hope to see all of you back at Clemson next year helping to put 
the Tigers on top where they belong. So forget your troubles; 
pack them in the old kit bag and talk CLEMSON all the time. 
Maintain that old Tigerspirit and when the Tiger's roar is 
heard next fall, let's back him up, show him that we are true 
supporters, loyal to the cause. 
THE SENIORS who are leaving us by graduation are going 
to be missed on the teams next year. This class has quite a 
number of star athletes within its ranks. It is up to the re- 
maining classes to keep the wheel turning. 
THE JUNIORS will only have a short stay at home before 
they leave for camp in Alabama where the sun is mighty hot. 
much interest has been shown in the athletics which are a big 
part of the camp life. The men have organized and are all 
set to bring back the trophies. They have a base ball team, 
a track team, a swimming team, a boxing team, and a tennis 
team that are going to be hard to beat. 
THE THREE TIGER TRACKSTERS, Roy, Newman, and 
O'Dell leave next week for Chicago where they will.compete 
in the National Intercollegiate track meet on June 11th and 
12th. This is indeed an honor for these men. They have the 
good wishes of every Clemson Tiger.. 
COACH SAUNDERS had his foot ball squad out for a few 
hours practice last week. They looked mighty good|, too. 
Captain "Chub" Harvey was there among them telling what 
a good team Clemson is going to have next fall. 
McLEOD was chosen to lead the Tiger track team next 
year. Mack has had a great deal of experience and is just the 
man for such a reliable position.. 
To the thirteen warriors of the 
gridiron, we take our hats off. 
These men have fought for their 
ALma Mater. They gave their all; 
we are proud of them. They 
struggled under diffculties and 
although we did not reap such 
a big harvest, these men were in 
every minute of play. So, again 
we comimend them. To -captain 
Finklea we give special praise. He 
led bis men into every game with 
the determination to fight as a 
Tiger should. 
Julian Bowles is the man we 
lose at center. He was a bul- 
wark of strength in the Tiger line. 
Wallace Roy, a man of 175 pounds 
of pure brawn, was the man who 
upheld the tackle position so well. 
Another man to fill his position is 
going to be hard to find. Wallace 
in addition to playing .tackle, could 
perform just as excellently at half- 
back or end. In "Kit" Hane there 
wa« consistant fight. He was in 
the   thick   of   every   play. 
We lose big "Otey" Walker, the 
man who hits the line so hard. 
He always made that first down, 
regardless. Walker's position will 
have to be filled by a mighty 
good player in order to come up 
to the mark which he set. 
"Frog" Palmer, that big tackle, 
is also leaving Tigertown. He was 
one of those consistent fighters 
•who fought the entire sixty min- 
utes. 
Many of our worthy opponents 
have wished that they had never 
seen a foot ball after that hard- 
bitting Jack Fewell had tackled 
them. Tack played the end posi- 
tion   and   played   it   well. 
On opposite end cound be seen 
Jake Wray with that never-dlelng 
fighting spirit. These two men 
always   worked   in   narmony. 
Now we come to that mountain 
of brawn and muscle, Fleming who 
performed at guard. Some peo- 
ple had the audacity to call him 
"Fatty", but this name did not 
apply to him during foot ball sea- 
son. Fleming, your presence next 
year will be missed. "Red" Price, 
that speedy half back and his rival 
for the same position, McGill, gave 
each other such keen competition 
that they developed into wonderful 
line-plungers that are mighty hard 
to equal. Men, you have striven 
diligently   for   Clemson. 
"Prep" Bradley has worked 
hard for the Tiger team. He had 
the spirit and the ability to go 
with it. Fred Leitzsey stuck to 
the game like a veteran of old. 
He received many injuries, but he 
stayed right i here until a pera- 
nent Injury prevented his remain- 
ing any longer. 
The names of these men '"'111 go 
down in the athletic hall of fame 
as true Tigers who labored under 
difficulties, but never stopped 
fighting until the last (whistle blew. 
Another man, who was instru- 
mental in the care of the team, is 
Manager "Bud" Farmer. He was 
a tireless worker and a friend to 
everyone. 
THE BASKETBALL, TEAM loses 
several of its most valuable play- 
ers. This team played some 
mighty good ball during the sea- 
son. They started the year off 
by   winning   from      Georgia   Tech. 
That's what we call a big start. 
Captain McGill's services behind 
the bat will be sorely missed on 
the   team   next   session. 
Lefty Smith, the powerful left- 
hander played his last game for 
Clemson this year. He has been 
responsible for many of the Tiger 
wins. 
Tison, a substitute catcher, also 
departs from our midst. He was 
out there working for the team 
every day just as enthusiatically as 
if he were a regular. 
TWO MEMBERS OF THE bas- 
ket ball team .get their diplomas 
this go round. They are captain 
Palmer and Wallace Roy. Palmer 
at guard and Roy at center have 
caused the big side of the score 
to be in Clemson's favor time and 
time again. They always worked 
together on the court and with 
any other three men they composed 
a quintet that was hard to over- 
come. 
The TRACK TEAM will feel the 
aibsence of their captain and star 
quarter miler who has been men- 
tioned so much in this column be- 
fore. This is the only man that 
the team loses, hut his performan- 
ces cannot toe equaled by 
any ordinary man. Wallace Roy 
has set records on many occasions. 
Having beaten everything in the 
south, he goes into national com- 
petition   this   summer   at   Chicago. 
THE TENNIS TEAM loses its 
contain and outstanding plaver. 
Heller, by has graduation. This 
Tiger has taken much interest in 
t.hp game and his encouraging 
words will not be heard at Clem- 
son next spring. He perfected a 
stroke that was hard to handle. 
ANY ATTEMPT TO PRAISE 
the coaches would be futile on the 
winter's part. Head coach Saun- 
ders and his assistants coaches 
Richards and Gillam, have been 
true friends of the boys in everv 
move that thev have made. The 
""dets love thes° men and they 
all bon- to see them back at Clem- 
»on    next    vear. 
BASE 0 LLiad ENJOY VERY SUCCESSFUL 
SEASON UKDER McGILL AND Gil ROMS 
TIGER BASKETEERS 
m IME GOOD RECORD 
N STATEJND DOT 
Varied Season Has Bright Spots 
and Dark Ones;  Tigers 
Hit Stride Late 
CLEMSON mmm 
m 
RUN I FOUR 1EETS 
Cross Country Deteat Wofford 
and rurman, But JLose to 
Georgia, i earns 
Clemson ■Oross-Gountry team, led 
by Captain Jordan and coached 
oy Tommy Hart, brought honor to 
lue school by winning all of their 
State meets this year. The team 
was composed of Captain Jordan, 
Newman, Cannon, Haskell, Buie, 
and  McLeod. 
A perfect score was made by 
our Harriers against Wofford. All 
six men finished ahead of the Wof- 
ford runners. Newman was first, 
running three miles in a little less 
than seventeen minutes. The 
Cross-country boys again 'blanked 
their opopnents when Furman was 
beaten by a perfect score Thanks- 
giving. Tht, race was run between 
the halves of the Clemson-Furman 
game. The course was rough, but 
Newman finished well ahead of 
the field in 14 minutes and 4 0 
seconds. Georgia Tech and the 
University of Georgia beat the 
Clemson runners earlier in the 
season. 
Cannon, a distance man on the 
Track team as well as a Cross- 
country star, has been chosen 
captain of next years team. With 
all this years team hack with the 
exception of Captain Jordan, and 
with a wealth of material to back 
them up, we are sure of having 
a  winning  team   next  fall. 
—G.«  F.   K. 
Serjeant Peek: "I heaT that 
I've Baseball Team is going to play 
the   Bloomer   Girls." 
1st Sgt. Berry: "I hope it's on 
a   windy  day." 
"Pn you day golf?" he asked of 
the  sim-ple  but   blushing   maiden. 
"near mc. no." she bashfully re- 
plied. "I don't believe I should 
even know how to hold the caddie." 
As a whole the Tiger basketeers 
in several respects passed through 
a very successful season during 
1926. The quintet started out with 
a strenous trip to New Orleans 
where they battled the Tulans 
Greenies on two consecutive nights. 
The Tigers were hopelessly out- 
classed by this squad of veterans. 
Upon their return to Tigertown, 
they rested only a day and were 
off again on a trip to the Tarheel 
state. After playing eight games 
on the road, the five returned 
home to do combat with the ma- 
pority of the quintets of their 
native   state. 
The next two games against P. 
C. and Newberry resulted in wins 
for the Tigers. About half the 
season was over before the boys 
hit their stride. The greatest 
game they played all season was 
against Carolina in the Gamecock's 
own roost. After trailing the 
Birds by ten points for a half, the 
fretful Tigers clinched their claws 
on the belated Cooks and finally 
nosed them out by three points. 
The remainder of the games were 
close, hut the linx seemed to favor 
their opponents, for out of the 
regaining ten games, six were lost 
by a maximum  of only five points. 
The record of the team failed 
to diminish the spirit of either 
coach or players, for fight and 
plenty of it was shown in every 
game, which is the main thing 
after   all. 
Gi'lam   Works   Wonders 
In recognition of the material 
he had to work with, Coach Gil- 
lam is to be congratulated on 
the vast Improvement made by this 
year's team. The players -improved 
daily   in   ©very   phase   of   the   game. 
All the squad will be back next 
year /with the exception of Palmer 
(captain of the past seasons team) 
and Roy, whose Tellable services 
will be missed. With the return 
of the remainder of the squad 
under the learership of Cater New- 
man, captain of nevt years varsity, 
Coach Gillam is expected to turn 
out a team that will not only 
hold its own, tout will push some- 
body mighty hard for that ole 
state rog, if not cop it. and that's 
just what the teaim and the stu- 
dent body both are determined to 
do. 
—,T.   M.   A. 
CAPTURED WAR RELIC 
PRESENTED GOLLESE 
BY OUTGOING CLASS 
The Senior Class has secured 
from the State, a German 150- 
millimeter howitzer which they will 
leave on the campus as a memorial 
of their class. The gun has been 
received on the campus, and has 
been cleaned and painted and 
placed   in   a  prominent  location. 
This piece is in excellent condi- 
tion. It is a product of the famous 
Krupp   works. 
When the Germans thought they 
were liable to be captured they 
always wrecked their guns. Since 
this gun is in such good condition 
and because there are sharpnel 
marks all over the wheels and 
trail, its is thought that the crew 
of this gun was killed by sharp- 
nel   fire. 
Intermittent Victories and De- 
fends Mark Career;  Individ- 
ual Work Splindid 
MARTIN TO LEAD '27 TEAM_ 
When    baseball's   last   score    has 
been    writen,    and    the    "plug"    is 
twisted   and   dried, 
When  the  heaviest stick  has been 
cased "and   all   of   the   team 
tried, 
They   shall   rest—rest   secure   on 
their   laurels,   till   the   crack 
of    the      bats's      heard 
again, 
Till    the    maker    of    many   great 
stars     sets   out   to   remodel 
his  men. 
(Apologies   to   Rudyard   Kipling) 
Opening   the   season  by   defeating 
Georgia   Tech,    the    Tigers    started 
on   the   season   determined   to   win. 
They  were  not  entirely  disappoint- 
ed  for   they   won   games   that  were 
of    utmost    importance.      They    de- 
feated   Georgia   Tech,   North   Caro- 
lina state,  Duke,  and  a number  of 
the   smaller  colleges.     They   played 
the  best brand   of hall  against  the 
stronger     teams,   but     were   rather 
inconsistent       in       their       .playing 
against   the   weaker   ones.   Consider- 
ing   the  amount   of   green  material 
that   the  coach   had   to  work   with, 
the   Tigers   did   mighty   well.     Most 
of   the   men   are   sophomores    and 
although   a   number  of   games   were 
lost    this      year,    indications      are 
brighter   for   a   winning   team   next 
year  than  they have  ever been be- 
fore.    There  are  several  star  pitch- 
ers   who   are   graduating   from   the 
fresman    class    to    take    over    the 
position that was very weak on  the 
varsity   this   year. 
The man that held up the back- 
stop position was Captain McGill. 
He was the spirit of the team. 
Time and time again when th^ 
Tigers were apparently doomed to 
defeat, McGill could be heard 
cheering his teaim onward. He 
did some mighty good batting dur- 
ing the year, hitting around the 
3 00 marks. He is one of those 
reliable batters who can be de- 
pended upon in the pinches. Clar- 
ence is going to be missed in the 
lineup   next   year. 
The pitchers who held the most 
important position on the team 
were Harmon, Long, Martin, and 
Smith. These men always gave 
their all for the team. Many good 
batters have failed to connect with 
the deliveries of these Tiger twirl- 
ers. On first hace, Eskew and 
Manning were the two who fought 
it out. during the season for this 
position. They fought with the 
spirit of competition that produced 
a. brand of baseball that was hard 
to beat. On the second sack 
Hudeens had a monoply. He and 
"Floopy" Dunlap. at shortstop, had 
an undisputed hold on their places 
on the team. They played a type 
of ball that made many of our 
worthy oponents batting averages 
topnle; for many a time what 
might have been a hit turned out 
to be a chance well handled by 
these men. Abbot especially, and 
Hendee cooled the hot corner quite 
a bit with their ability to "freeze' 
so many toase-stealers. They were 
ever on the alert, keeping an eye 
on the ball and on the men on 
'bases. These infielders were there 
with the "stuff" always working 
smoothly  in   the  pinches. 
In the outer garden Moore, Mill- 
ing, and Martin made up a trio 
of ball chasers whose fielding 
ability was only surpassed by their 
heavy artillery work at bat. iMll- 
ing led the team in batting for the 
entire   season. !•>»;< Mll 
The man who gave  for the  cause 
is   "Wax"  Martin.     He   sustained   a 
broken    leg    in    the    Georgia    Tech 
frame   at   the   first   of   the   season. 
; "Wax"   plaved   good   hall   two   sea- | sons  ago   and   was   goine   good   this 
i vear   until   the   time   of   the   acci- |d°nt.     He  has  been  elected  oantaiu 
of   next   year's   squad   and   is   being 
i exnected       to     lead       the       Tigers 
: through  a   victorious  year. 
) 
